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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Astronomy Data Centres provide a wide range of services to the astronomy research 
community. They archive and provide access to the data obtained by ground and space 
based observatories, and provide services and tools for making use of and analysing 
these data. In addition to observationally based services, there are also Data Centres 
that provide theoretical models and results of simulations, reference and bibliographic 
services, and services centred on a given scientific theme. 

This census has for the first time collected information about Astronomy Data Centres in 
a uniform way, characterizing the Data Centres, and providing a ‘snapshot’ of the Data 
Centre community. The census shows this to be a diverse community, covering all 
scientific areas of astronomy, and with a large variety of different approaches to delivery 
of data and services. A number of large Data Centres host multiple archives and services, 
but a significant number of small and less well resourced Data Centres provide important 
often specialised archives, services and tools. 

A wide range of data types are provided by the Data Centres, the majority of these can 
however be described as images, catalogues and spectra. Most Data Centres report that 
they provide ‘science ready’ data alongside ‘raw’ data products. Current interfaces to 
archives, services and tools are predominantly Web-interfaces.  

The census shows a high level of interest in Virtual Observatory methods, with many 
Data Centres already making some use of VO access protocols, and indicating intent to 
implement IVOA standards. 

Astronomy data archives are expected to have unlimited lifetimes. The information 
collected on the resourcing of Data Centres is subject to strong variability in the scope of 
the tasks, yet it is important to note that many Data Centres are supported by one or 
fewer FTEs. 

We have identified the community of European Data Centres who will most likely 
participate in, and lead, the up-take of VO methods as Euro-VO moves into an 
operational phase. These Data Centres are already making use of the current IVOA 
standards, and report a very high level of intent to use IVOA standards. The census 
strengthens the identification of these Data Centres as a community, and provides Euro-
VO with the basis for addressing their common needs.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Virtual Observatory (VO) aims to provide a research environment that will open up 
new possibilities for scientific research based on data discovery, efficient data access, 
and interoperability. The vision is of global astronomy archives connected via the VO to 
form a multi-wavelength digital sky that can be searched, visualized, and analyzed in 
new and innovative ways. 

Data centres are an essential component of the VO as they provide the scientific content, 
and also tools, services, and domain specific expertise.  The scientific content is a high 
value resource, consisting largely of archives of telescope data collected with expensive 
facilities, spanning many years. Along with telescope data, the content also includes 
compilations of results and bibliographic information. Also the results of theoretical 
simulations and models representing the products generated by use of significant 
computational resources. While much of this scientific content is already available 
electronically, the coordinated use of these resources is made difficult by the wide range 
of customised archive interfaces and access mechanisms. The VO offers a community-
wide standardisation of data access protocols, data description (metadata), and 
interoperability mechanisms. VO standards are being designed to allow Data Centres to 
provide their content and services in a uniform and interoperable way so as to facilitate 
multi-archive science. 

Within Europe the EuroVO-DCA project coordinates Data Centres in their uptake and use 
of VO techniques.  To be effective in assisting Data Centres in the uptake of VO 
technologies and methods, it is important to have a good understanding of the 
characteristics and needs of the Data Centres.  To formally identify and characterize the 
community of Data Centres the EuroVO-DCA project has undertaken a census of Data 
Centres. The census aims to provide a snapshot of the European Data Centre community 
which will be used for guiding the preparation of future workshops and other assistance 
programs. 

This document is organised as follows: Section 2 outlines the methods used for 
conducting the census, and the details of the questionnaires. Section 3 reports on the 
community’s response to the census and the implications for the VO. Section 4 presents 
the question by question results for all of the questionnaires. Commentary and 
explanatory notes are provided alongside of the results.  Annexe 1 presents a list of all of 
the Data Centres in the census. Annexes 2, 3, 4 and 5 contain summary tables. Annexe 6 
provides a short description of each Data Centre, and details of which census 
questionnaires they have reported. Annexe 7 (included in the internal version only) 
contains tabulated personal contact information for each Data Centre. Annexe 8 provides 
an acronym list.  
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2. CONDUCTING THE CENSUS 

The census was undertaken during December 2007 - October 2008.  The formal deadline 
for responses was February 01, 2008, however the census has been kept open to 
maximise the number of responses. This report concerns the results obtained by June 04, 
2008. 

For this census, and throughout the Euro-VO DCA project, we have adopted a very broad 
definition of a Data Centre in order to cover the wide and diverse range of possibilities. 
The front material of the census questionnaires included the following description: 

Data Centres are an essential component of the Virtual Observatory, publishing 
data, metadata and services, and providing the physical storage and computational 
fabrics. The VO development is a strong incentive to share data and knowledge, 
and many teams are willing to provide data and services in their domains of 
expertise. 'Classical' Data Centres, such as ground-and space-based observatory 
archives, and generalist Data Centres, are key providers of added-value services 
and tools. More and more teams are willing to join with value-added services and 
tools in specific domains, and VO 'Data Centres' work in very different contexts - 
national or international Agencies, scientific laboratories - , and are highly diverse 
in size and objectives, from small and specific to large and general. Common 
keywords are the willingness to provide a service to the community, provision of 
added-value built on expertise, some kind of sustainability, and concern for 
quality. Lessons learnt from the long term history of astronomical Data Centres 
show that when beginning these activities, critical parameters are in particular 
having a critical mass adapted to the goals, and ensuring medium-term 

sustainability, which requires at least a strong support from the local authorities. 
An important factor to win community support, which is indispensable to secure 
funding, is to find a national and/or international niche. 

Many types of contribution are possible: data archives, with a particular emphasis 
put on 'science ready' data; added-value data bases, services; tools, software 
suites and algorithms, for instance for data visualisation, data analysis and data 
mining; thematic services to help solving a well-defined science question; full data 
analysis or research environments. New types of services are emerging, with in 
particular theoretical services, providing modelling results, or matching models with 
observations. 

With this broad definition of what constitutes a Data Centres, the census was organised 
into 5 questionnaires. 

Questionnaire 1: Introduction and Identification of the Data Centre 

Questionnaire 2: Observational archives and Data Products 

Questionnaire 3: Services / Tools / Software Suites 

Questionnaire 4: Theoretical Archives 

Questionnaire 5: Theory Services 

Questionnaire 1 concerns the identification of a Data Centre and all respondents were 
required to complete this questionnaire. Each respondent could then complete 
questionnaires 2 to 5 as appropriate, and as many times as appropriate. The Data Centre 
acronym provided in the first question of Questionnaire 1 served as an identifier to link 
together all of the questionnaires completed by a given Data Centre. 
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The identification of Data Centres in Questionnaire 1 included basic name and address 
information of the Data Centre and also identification of the Organization/Institute in 
charge of the Data Centre if relevant. A short description of the Data Centre was 
requested, and they were asked to indicate the broad scientific areas relevant to the 
Data Centre. Personal contact information (name, email address, phone number) was 
collected for the main contact for the Data Centre plus any additional contact person, as 
well as for a scientific contact person.  In addition, the contact information for the person 
filling the census forms was collected. All following questionnaires also collected contact 
information for the person filling out the questionnaire. The detailed contact information 
provides for future communication with the Data Centres at various levels, and also for 
the accountability of the responses collected in this census. The personal contact 
information collected in the census is restricted to the Euro-VO projects, and is not 
included in this public report. 

Questionnaire 2 collected information on Observational Archives and Data Products. A 
brief description of the archives was requested. A number of questions relate to the 
archive contents in terms of the ‘science readiness’ of the data, the form of the data 
products (images, spectra, catalogues, etc.), and the approximate volume of the data. 
The broad scientific areas and energy regimes relevant to the archive were requested. 
Information on the access policies, numbers of queries and users, and expected lifetime 
of the archive was requested.  Respondents were asked to indicate the current interfaces 
to the archive, and the level of implementation of VO standards.   

Questionnaire 3 concerns Services, Tools and Software Suites.  A short description was 
requested, and the questions relate to the scientific area(s) to which the tools are 
relevant, and to which general types of data products the service/tool/software suites are 
applicable. Information on the current interface to the service/tool/software suite was 
collected including the compatibility with various computing platforms. As for 
questionnaire 2 we request information on the level of implementation of IVOA 
standards.   

Questionnaires 4 and 5 concern Theoretical Archives and Theory Services respectively. 
The distinction between archives and services is that (roughly) an archive contains the 
results of theoretical (mostly computational) efforts, whereas a service may provide 
computational resources. The distinction is not always clear as services and archives are 
often linked in the context of theory and computation in astronomy. Separate 
questionnaires were used to allow flexibility for Data Centres concerned with theory to 
express their characteristics.  The questions are similar to those posed for the 
observational archive, and services questionnaires.  

The Census was advertised as widely as possible via community mailing lists provided by 
the DCA partners. The questionnaires were completed via an on-line form, or by filling in 
PDF or Microsoft Word documents. Each questionnaire was intended to take between 15 
and 30 minutes to complete. 

It was recognised that some Data Centres may not fit neatly into the categories of this 
census. To accommodate the expected wide diversity of responses we included 'extra 
information' boxes for many of the questions. 
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3. COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO THE CENSUS 

The response of the astronomy data centre community to the census was very positive 
with a high level of participation. Questionnaire 1 'Introduction and Identification of Data 
Centre' had responses from a total of 69 Data Centres.  60 of these Data Centres filled 
questionnaire 2 'Observational Archives and Data Products' with many Data Centres 
providing responses for multiple 'archives' or 'data products' within their Data Centre so 
that questionnaire 2 had a total of 134 responses. 38 Data Centres filled questionnaire 3 
' Services / Tools / Software Suites', also with a number of multiple entries from the 
same Data Centre making a total of 67 responses to Questionnaire 3.  Questionnaires 4 
'Theoretical Archives' and 5 'Theory Services' had 24 and 10 responses respectively with 
many (11) of the theory archives coming from a single Data Centre.  As shown in 
Questionnaire 1 (q.13) there is a strong overlap between Data Centres providing 
'Observational Archives and Data Products' and those providing 'Services / Tools / 
Software Suites', and also some overlap with those Data Centres providing Theory 
Archives or Services. 

The Data Centres in the census are located in 16 different countries, and two of the Data 
Centres (hosted by ESA and ESO) are international organisations. The distribution of the 
Data Centres across Europe appears to be affected by the different levels of VO 
awareness in different countries, and also by the different levels of organisation of Data 
Centres in different countries. France and Italy show high numbers of Data Centres and 
both these countries have high ‘VO’ awareness, and also a similar census was already 
performed in France. In some countries many archives are grouped within a single Data 
Centre, for example the Italian ASDC, and the Spanish LAEFF-SVO, OmegaCEN in the 
Netherlands, and WFAU in the United Kingdom.  

The information about Data Centres collected in this census shows that there is a wide 
diversity in the scale, content and function of astronomy Data Centres. The responses to 
the census questionnaires in the following section show this in detail. Here we highlight a 
number of the main characteristics of the community of astronomy data centres.   

There are a relatively small number of very large Data Centres that are responsible for 
the archives of major observational facilities and missions. The ESA European Space 
Astronomy Centre (ESA-ESAC) is responsible for most of the ESA mission science 
archives. The ESO Science Archive Facility (ESO-SAF) provides the data archive of the 
ESO La Silla and Paranal Observatories with more than 20 individual instrument archives 
reported in this census. Both the ESA-ESAC and ESO-SAF Data Centres have current 
total archive holdings of 70 to 100+ TB, with wide field and survey instruments, and new 
missions poised to increase these archives by orders of magnitude in the immediate 
future. Other large Data Centres, operating at a national level, and which hold many 
individual archives include the Italian Space Agency ASI Science Data Centre (ASDC), the 
Spanish Laboratory for Space Astrophysics and Theoretical Physics (LAEFF) Scientific 
Data Centre, and CASU Astronomical Data Centre which is the repository for the optical 
and infrared data for most of the UK ground based facilities.  These large multi-archive 
Data Centres cover essentially all scientific areas of Astronomy as the instruments and 
missions are relevant to a wide range of scientific research.  

The largest archives in terms of data volume reported in the census are those of modern 
wide field instruments which have volumes in the order of 100s of Terabytes, for 
example the archive of the KIDS survey at the OmegaCEN Data Centre in The 
Netherlands, the archives of the Edinburgh University Wide Field Astronomy Unit (WFAU), 
as well as wide field instrument archives at the CASU and ESO-SAF Data Centres.  Other 
similarly large archives are expected for the ESA Gaia mission and Vista surveys.   
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In addition to archives grouped within the large Data Centres, there are also Data 
Centres that provide the data from individual observatories or instruments, such as the 
MERLIN Data Centre that provides radio interferometry data, and the Base de données 
Solaire/Stellaire Sol (BASS 2000) which hosts the main archive for the THEMIS solar 
telescope among other solar data. 

Data Centres provide value added data or services based on raw data that is in some 
cases held at other data centres. For example the XMM-Newton SSC is a specialist centre 
that provides services related to catalogues generated from observations of the XMM 
satellite, and with data hosted by ESAC. FUSE is another example where specialized 
services for the FUSE spectra are provided by FUSE/IAP/VO-PARIS in coordination with 
US based FUSE mission. Data centres provide specialised data processing such as 
TERAPIX which is dedicated to processing of extremely large data flows from surveys. 

Many of the Data Centres in the census are organised around a particular scientific 
theme, and provide data and services relevant to that area of astronomy research. 
Examples include the Institute of Celestial Mechanics and Calculation of Ephemerides 
(IMCCE) which provides services and data relevant to Solar System objects. The GOLD 
Mine – ‘Galaxy Database on the WEB’ provides data of many kinds relevant to clusters of 
galaxies. CASSIS provides software for analysis of spectra in the wavelength range 
relevant to molecular rotation. Physical data relevant to molecular spectroscopy of 
astronomical sources are provided by the Virtual Atomic and Molecular Data Centre 
VAMDC, and the Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy (CDMS). Most of the 
Theory related activities of Data Centres are focused on a scientific theme such as 
modelling structures in the universe (Millenium Database), or modelling of stellar 
spectra; POLLUX (GRAAL), LAEFF-SVO. There are also Data Centres focussed on 
population synthesis and galaxy modelling (VOObsBesancon, HORIZON Data Centres), 
and various astrophysical simulations such as jets (INAF-OATo – TARJET archive).       

Some Data Centres curate data and provide astronomy reference services. The Centre de 
Données astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS) provides the VizieR and SIMBAD services. 
VizieR is a reference database for catalogues and tables published in journals, and 
SIMBAD is the reference database for identification and bibliography of astronomical 
sources, including the SIMBAD ‘name resolver’. The CDS also provides the Aladin image 
and catalogue visualisation tool alongside these reference services. Another Data Centre 
providing curated catalogue data is the Leicester Database and Archive Service (LEDAS) 
which provides an online database service and access to archive data from high-energy 
astrophysics missions, and also search services for catalogues. 

Most of the Data Centres expect their archives to have very long lifetimes. While some 
Data Centres indicated that they contain collections of photographic plates, essentially all 
the data described in this census is electronic, with a strong correlation of Data Centre 
establishment date and evolution of the internet. There is also some effect on the 
number and nature of Data Centres related to the development of the VO which has 
triggered some efforts to share and publish data and services. Long term preservation of 
such data may become more relevant to VO community, and the sustainability of some 
Data Centres may need to be addressed. The census collected brief information on the 
human resources supporting the Data Centres. While the numbers reported here vary in 
terms of the range of functions this includes, we note that many Data Centres are 
supported by less than 1 FTE.   

Overall the quality of the responses and the relatively high participation in the census 
gives us confidence that the results provide a useful characterization of the Data Centre 
community.  
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IMPLICATIONS FOR VIRTUAL OBSERVATORIES 

The information collected in this census will be used in the planning of future Euro-VO 
assistance programs to help Data Centres publish their data and services to the VO. The 
information is also useful for the development of the VO standards and will provide 
valuable feedback to the IVOA. Here we highlight a number of immediate implications for 
the VO in general, that can be drawn from the astronomy Data Centre community 
response to this census.   

There is a high level of interest in the VO, with many Data Centres already using VO 
access protocols and aware of registering VO resources in a VO registry. Many Data 
Centres indicated the intent to implement VO standards, and this includes the larger data 
centres and those holding the major archives and services.  Some of the Data Centres 
are already organised around VO technologies. It will be of great benefit to continue the 
close coordination of the Data Centres and the VO development, so that the priorities for 
interoperability standards are in step with the requirements and of the Data Centres and 
the needs of the astronomy community.  

Most Data Centres report that the current interfaces to their archives and services are 
web interfaces.  The up-take of VO technologies in Data Centres will be facilitated by 
ensuring that implementation of VO standards is not significantly more difficult than 
implementing a web interface. Moreover it is clear that Data Centres on average do not 
have significant resources for these purposes so it will be important to make it easy to 
implement VO standards. 

The Data Centre responses to the census reveal a wide range of data volume, data types, 
service functions and interfaces, and covering all areas of astronomy research. It will be 
important for the VO in general to have strategies to accommodate this kind of diversity 
in the VO.  Firstly this requires identifying the most common elements, such as the fact 
that most data types fall within broad definitions of images, catalogues and spectra. Also 
that many observationally based data centres support data queries in terms of sky 
coordinates, and that the physical units used describe quantities can be expressed in a 
common (or convertible) system. These common aspects have driven much of the VO 
standards development to date. To manage more the detailed descriptions of data and 
services requires hierarchical descriptions such those being explored within the data 
modelling efforts of the IVOA. The VO in general will need to maintain an appropriate 
balance between simplicity and complexity, so that the detailed capabilities of Data 
Centres can be accommodated within the VO framework, alongside of relatively simple 
interfaces. In terms of common data types, the census indicates that effort will be 
needed to address data types in the areas of photometry and time series which followed 
images, catalogues and spectra as the most common data types indicated by Data 
Centres. Theory data archives often have different types of data products compared to 
observational archives.  The full list of data types collected in the census will be of use to 
IVOA efforts for data modelling, and development of standards for simulation/theory 
data.  

The majority of Data Centres report that they provide along with raw, or lower level data 
products, some science ready data products.  The goal of building the VO as a framework 
for multi-archive science relies heavily on the scientific usability and interoperability of 
the products provided by Data Centres. As such the emphasis on Data Centres providing 
‘science ready’ data must be increased. 

This census identifies the community of European Data Centres who will most likely 
participate in, and lead, the up-take of VO methods as Euro-VO moves into an 
operational phase. These Data Centres are already making use of the current IVOA 
standards, and report a very high level of intent to use IVOA standards. The census 
strengthens the identification of these Data Centres as a community, and provides Euro-
VO with the basis for addressing their common needs. 
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4. QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

Here we report the details of the responses received for the five questionnaires. Each 
question is presented in turn with the original census questionnaire wording. Multiple 
choice answers are tabulated with the number of responses recorded for each option 
shown in the left column, with the table sorted in order of the number of responses. A 
number of multiple choice questions permitted selection of more than one answer, these 
are indicated. Graphical representations of the results are provided where possible. Pie 
charts are used where it is instructive to consider the relative responses as a fraction of 
the total. Bar charts simply represent the tabulated values. For questions that permitted 
additional information to be provided, for example with ‘other’, or ‘please specify’ the 
responses are summarised following the table. Some explanatory comments are provided 
to clarify the results. Comments relating to interpretation of the obtained responses are 
included in italic font. 

4.1. QUESTIONNAIRE 1: INTRODUCTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE 

DATA CENTRE 

Information relating to the identification of the Data Centres has been extracted from the 
responses to a number of questions from Questionnaire 1, and is collated in Annexe 1. 
This consists of a summary table listing each Data Centre, with its acronym; the name of 
the Data Centre; the name of the organisation or laboratory in charge of the Data 
Centre; the country in which the Data Centre resides; and the top level web page for 
each Data Centre. This table is sorted alphabetically by the Data Centre acronym. Further 
detailed information on each Data Centre and the census elements it has submitted 
across all questionnaires is presented in Annexe 6, ‘Short Descriptions of Data Centres’.  

 

1. Acronym of the Data Centre: 

A total of 69 responses were recorded. None of the Data Centre acronyms are duplicated. 

2. Name of the Data Centre: 

A total of 69 responses were recorded. 

See Annexe 1. 

3. Is the Data Centre distributed in different places or through different organisations? 

59 No 

10 Yes (please specify) 

Of the 10 Data Centres that answered 'Yes', six are distributed in two locations, and the 
others in up to five locations. 
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4. In which country is the Data Centre located? 

23 France 

10 Italy 

10 Germany 

7 United Kingdom 

6 Spain 

2 International Organisation 

2 The Netherlands 

2 Serbia 

1 Bulgaria 

1 Czech Republic 

1 Hungary 

1 Portugal 

1 Switzerland 

1 Ukraine 

1 Vatican City State 

1 Other 

The country responses for ESO and ESAC, have been indicated here as ‘International 
Organisation’. The one ‘other’ response was for the CADC in Canada. 

See Annexe 1. 
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The number of Data Centres per country appears to be affected by a number of factors 

including the different levels of community awareness of VO activities, and the different 

levels of organisation of Data Centres in the different countries.  France and Italy show 

high numbers of Data Centres reported in the census and both these countries have high 

‘VO’ awareness, and also a similar census was already performed in France. In some 

countries many archives are grouped within a single Data Centre, for example the Italian 

ASDC, and the Spanish LAEFF-SVO, OmegaCEN in the Netherlands, and WFAU in the 

United Kingdom 

5. If you selected "other" in the question above, please specify: 

One 'other' response was reported by the CADC which is a Data Centre located in 
Canada. We note that while the census is targeted at European Data Centres, it was 
considered beneficial to have the input from the CADC which hosts European archive data 
from e.g. UKIRT, CFHT telescopes in Hawaii. 

6. Name of the Organization/Laboratory in charge of the Data Centre: 

69 responses 

Listed in Annexe 1 
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7. Data Centre contact information: 

69 responses 

 

8. Contact Person: 

69 responses 

9. Additional Contact Person (if any): 

38 responses 

10. Scientific contact person (if different from above) 

16 responses 

11. Make a short description of the Data Centre (summary e.g. of aims, data holdings, 
services provided, R&D programs, etc.): 

67 responses 

The short descriptions of all Data Centres are presented Annexe 6. 

12. Reference describing the Data Centre (web page, manual, published paper): 

58 responses 

Most of the answers indicate a web page reference. These are listed in Annexe 1. 

13. Indicate the types of services that your Data Centre provide: 

60 Observational Archives and Data Products 

38 Services, Tools, Software Suites (e.g. SIMBAD, etc.) 

15 Theoretical Archives 

9 Theory Services 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

6 further responses indicated various specialised web services, and on-demand data 
reduction services. 
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Many Data Centres indicated that they provide multiple types of services. Grouping 
Theoretical Archives and Services together into a single category, we record the following 
overlap of responses. Of the 60 Data Centres who indicated that they provide 
'Observational Archives and data Products', 35 also provide 'Services, Tools and Software 
Suites', and 10 also provide 'Theory Archives' or 'Services'. This is represented in the 
following figure. 
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14. What broad scientific areas does your Data Centre deal with? 

39 Stars 

37 Galaxies 

36 Surveys 

27 The Galaxy 

25 Solar system 

25 Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae 

25 Cosmology 

22 Astrometry and celestial mechanics 

14 
Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental constants, atomic line lists, 
transition rates...) 

12 The sun 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

10 other responses indicated 'GRBs and transient sources', 'high energy astrophysics 
objects', 'Geodesy, Geodynamics, Space Mechanics', 'Extrasolar Planets', 'Earth 
Orientation and reference systems'. 
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15. For theory Data Centres, does the Data Centre focus on one or more of the following 
areas of theory research? 

10 Spectra 

5 Stellar evolution tracks 

4 Planetary systems 

3 Galactic nuclei 

3 Molecular clouds 

3 Galaxy clusters 

4 Galaxy formation 

4 Galaxy mergers 

3 Large-scale structure analysis 

1 Globular cluster 

1 Open clusters 

1 Binary star evolution 

1 Supernovae 

1 Accretion disks 

1 Gravitational waves 

1 CMB 

0 Jets 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

16. Extra information and comments on this questionnaire: 

7 responses indicated status information on the Data Centre. 

17. Contact person for this questionnaire: 

69 responses 
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4.2. QUESTIONNAIRE 2: OBSERVATIONAL ARCHIVES AND DATA 

PRODUCTS 

A summary table of the ‘Observational Archives and Data Products’ reported in this 
questionnaire is included in Annexe 2, including the Data Centre acronym, the name, 
short description and homepage/portal of each Observational Archives and Data Product. 

1. Acronym of the Data Centre (Used to identify the Data Centre in all questionnaires): 

A total of 134 responses were gathered. 

The Data Centres who have supplied multiple replies this question are: 

24 ESO-SAF 

13 ASDC 

10 ESAC 

9 OmegaCEN 

7 INAF-OATo 

4 GEPI-VOPARIS DATA CENTRE 

4 SYRTE-VOPARIS-DC 

3 GRIDPT-SIM 

3 IMCCE-VOPDC 

3 LAEFF-SVO 

2 NANCAY-VOPARIS DATA CENTRE 

3 PANDORA 

3 UKSSDC 

3 WFAU 

2 NAO 

2 Hamburg 

2 STELOND 

2 AIP 

2 VOObsBesancon 

See Annexe 2. 
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This question illustrates the diversity of the larger and smaller Data Centres, and the 

different ways that these Data Centres have responded to the census. Some Data 

Centres have made separate ‘Observational Archives and Data Products’ responses for 

each individual catalogue hosted in their Data Centres, whereas in others these have 

been grouped under a single entry. We note that the CDS Vizier, and Leicester LEDAS 

Data Centres, which both host thousands of individual catalogues are listed here under 

single entries. 

2. Name of the Archive: 

134 responses (See Annexe 2) 

3. Brief description of the archive: 

134 responses (See Annexe 2) 

4. Homepage / Portal of the archive: 

126 responses (See Annexe 2) 

5. What does the archive deal with?  

69 Stars 

66 Surveys 

63 Galaxies 

52 The Galaxy 

49 Solar system 

44 Astrometry and celestial mechanics 

41 Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae 

41 Cosmology 

33 
Other (Please Specify): The 'Other' responses include: extrasolar planets, X-ray 
sources, AGN, High energy astrophysics, all sky multi-epoch, GRBs, geodesy, 
protostars, monitoring data, asteroseismology, gravitational waves. 

32 The sun 

29 Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental constants, atomic line lists, 
transition rates...) 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 
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As for q.1 the responses to this question are sensitive to the grouping of archives or data 

products within a given Data Centre. For example, there is a very large number 

(thousands) of catalogues of stars in the CDS Vizier service that are listed under a single 

entry. 

 

6. What does the archive contain? 

100 Science ready data (data processed to some level for science usage) 

74 Science analysis products (e.g. catalogues) 

59 Raw data (data in a state obtained by telescope/instrument) 

13 Other (please specify) or additional information 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

The 'Other... ' responses include: 'Catalogues and more generally information in tabular 
form (tables published in journals, observation logs, survey catalogues)', 'calibration and 
data reduction procedures', 'Canon of lunar and solar eclipses', 'Information about raw 
CCD data and photographic plates...', 'interactive analysis procedures', 'Theoretical lines 
lists', 'metadata'. 

It is important to note that this question is designed to characterise individual Data 

Centres in terms of the different ‘science readiness’ of their archive contents, and does 

not allow for interpretation of the volume of available science ready data. Many 

responses (79) indicated multiple answers including 23 responses which indicated all of 

the first three options.  This shows that many archives are not just responsible for 

hosting the raw data but also provide various levels of products for science use.  
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7. Indicate the following approximate quantitative information about the archive when 
relevant (e.g. rows and columns for catalogues): 

Total volume of holdings 89 responses 

Total number of rows 61 responses 

Total number of targets/pointings 49 responses 

Total number of columns 28 responses 

 

Various styles of answers were provided for these questions. For the total volume of 
holdings most responses were values with units of MB, GB or TB. Many answers indicated 
that these values are approximate, and in some cases the value is presented as a lower 
limit (e.g. ' > 3.0 TB'), or 'and growing' was indicated.  Where possible these values have 
been converted to GB. The distribution of these values is shown below. The maximum 
value obtained for the total volume of holdings was listed as 'several hundred terabytes' 
(which was allocated a nominal value of 500 TB in the figure below). 

 

The questions on rows and columns also received a range of different styles of 
responses. The following figure shows the distribution of numbers of rows that were 
provided as numerical responses. The 7 archives that report over a billion rows are INAF-
OATo archives (2) for the GSCII catalogue, the CDS Vizier catalogue service, the WFAU 
WFCAM Archive and the External datasets for use in the WFCAM Science Archive, the 
ESO-SAF service for the Digital Sky Survey and Guide Star Catalogues. Also the ESAC 
'GAIA Archive to be released publicly in 2014-2015. 
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8. Other relevant quantitative information: 

24 responses 

 Additional archive-specific information on the size, contents and organisation of the 
archive was provided here. 

9. Reference describing the data (Webpage, published papers, etc.): 

99 responses 

A variety of webpage and journal paper references were provided here. 

10. Is the same data hosted elsewhere? 

70 No 

37 Yes 

26 Partially 

 

The 70 ‘No’ answers indicate that these Data Centres host their archives from a one site 

only. 
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11. If yes or partially, please indicate where the data is hosted: 

The locations at which the same archived data is hosted include the following list:  

!  MAST, STScI (The Multimission Archive at Space Telescope Science Institute, USA) 

!  ISDC * (Integral Science Data Centre, Switzerland) 

!  NASA Goddard, HEASARC (NASA High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive 
Research Center, USA) 

!  CDS * (Centre de Donnes de Strasbourg, France) 

!  ASDC * (ASI Science Data Center, Italy) 

!  UKSSDC (UK Solar System Data Centre, UK) 

!  CfA (Centre for Astrophysics, Harvard, USA) 

!  US archive for SOHO (USA) 

 

Note that additional clarification on these locations has been added to the responses, 

with Data Centres indicated here that are also in this census indicated with an asterix *. 

12. Is the archive original or is it a copy? 

103 Original archive 

13 Full copy 

9 Partial copy 

7 Full mirror 
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13. If the archive is a copy, where is the original data located? 

25 responses 

Location of original data includes: 

!  Stanford University (USA) 

!  CENCOS *(Access to deep spectrophotometric survey data) (France) 

!  Space Research Institute, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Bulgaria 

!  ESAC * European Space Agency Astronomy Centre (Spain) 

!  MAST, STScI (The Multimission Archive at Space Telescope Science Institute, USA) 

!  NASA Goddard, HEASARC (NASA High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive 
Research Center, USA)  

!  CDS * (Centre de Donnes de Strasbourg, France) 

!  US archive for SOHO (USA) 

!  Clarification: HEASARC, ASDC, UKSSDC are official archives of the Swift mission 
and receive the data at the same time 

!  ESA/ESTEC * European Space Research and Technology Centre (The Netherlands) 

!  Chandra X-ray Observatory Center (CXC) (USA) 

!  CfA (Centre for Astrophysics, Harvard, USA) 

!  Coimbra Astronomical Observatory (Portugal) 

!  ISDC * (Integral Science Data Centre, Switzerland) 
 

Note that additional clarification on these locations has been added to the responses, 

with Data Centres indicated here that are also in this census indicated with an asterix *. 

14. Archive status: 

95 It is a growing archive 

26 The content is static 

13 Other (Please Specify) 

The 13 ‘Other’ responses include comments 
on the status of the archive such as 
‘...currently a prototype...’, ‘under way to 
make a new data release’, and other data 
release information. Further comments 
elaborated that some content is static and 
some content under preparation. Some 
explained that the archive is static but the 
formatting may change 
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15. Is the archive distributed over different laboratories/geographic locations? 

114 No 

14 Yes 

5 Other (Please explain) 

 

The ‘Other’ comments indicated: ‘provisions for mirroring were considered’, ‘some 
overlap with catalogue from NASA JPL’, ‘...catalog will be installed at CDS’.  

16. Access policy: 

65 Completely open 

46 Data public after proprietary period 

17 Partly open, partly proprietary 

9 Access restricted 

 

The results of this question indicate that only a small amount of the archives hosted by 

the Data Centres (in this census) have restricted access policies. 

17. Approximate number of human resources supporting the archive (number of 
persons/year): 

120 responses (for 60 Data Centres) 

The responses for this question have been processed to extract approximate number of 
persons per year that support each archive. Some of the responses indicated how 
fractional time allocations were spread over different people (e.g. 0.1 + 0.15), in these 
cases the values are summed.   The median value reported is 1.5 FTE per Data Centre, 
with a minimum value of 0.1 FTE reported for three Data Centres. The higher number of 
FTEs supporting archives were reported by ESAC, ESO, and ISDC. We note that 20 Data 
Centres report values of 1 or fewer FTE. This FTE numbers reported here are however for 
different ranges of task at different Data Centres, see the following question (18). 
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18. Explain which tasks this number includes: 

115 responses 

The responses to this question were descriptive. The reported tasks described for the 
human resources supporting the archive. The task may greatly vary from one Data 
Centre to another, depending of the organization of the Data Centre and the definition of 
the term ‘archive’.  These tasks can be described as follow: 

!  Archive system development tasks : data input, metadata extraction, database 
management, management of web pages, archive maintenance and associated 
software and services development 

!  Scientific data tasks : data curation, data quality control, updating data from new 
publications, scientific documentation, science support 

!  Hardware support tasks : data storage, system management, hardware 
maintenance 

!  Data production tasks : data processing, data reduction, data calibration and 
associated software development 

19. Date at which the archive was or will be established? 

127 responses: The distribution of the year of establishment is shown in the figure 
below. 

 

 

Note that 15 archives reported by ESO-SAF are reported established in 1997 contributing 
to the peak in that year. Note also that some future dates are reported for archives in 
preparation for public release, and also archives planned for the future. 

The distribution of dates at which the Data Centres were established clearly reflects the 

increasing use of internet technologies in Astronomy.  
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20. Expected lifetime of the archive: 

120 Forever 

11 Specify the lifetime (date or event) 

 

The 11 responses that specified the lifetime include: ‘2011 pending funding’, ‘5 years’, 
‘...2020 at expected end of satellite life’, ‘off-line from 2005’, ‘...operative up to 2019’, 
‘~2015’, ‘only relevant up to LISA mission’. 

21. Approximate current number of external queries per year: 

88 responses (63 numerical responses) 

6 responses indicated that the number of users was 'unknown'. 3 responses indicated 
that data was provided 'on demand'. One response indicated that this information is not 
available publicly. Most of the responses were indicated to be approximate values. 

The distribution is shown in the figure below. The maximum value of 30 million is for the 
CDS services. 

 

 

22. Approximate current number of users of the archive: 

77 responses (57 numerical responses) 

8 responses indicated that the number of users is unknown. A few responses highlighted 
the difficulty of measuring the number of users. The responses that provided numerical 
values varied between '0' users and 2000, with one response indicating '2000 different 
users per day'.   
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23. Data/Products energy regime: 

77 
Optical (0.3 mu < wavelength < 1 mu) - (300 nm < wavelength < 1000 nm) - 
(3000 A < wavelength < 10000 A) 

40 Infrared (1 mu < wavelength < 100 mu) 

26 Radio (wavelength > to 10 mm) - (frequency < 30 GHz) 

26 X-ray (0. 1 A < wavelength < 100 A) - (0.12 keV < E < 120 keV) 

18 
Ultraviolet (0.01 mu < wavelength < 0.3 mu) - (100 A < wavelength < 3000 A) - 
(1.2 eV < E < 120 eV) 

10 Millimeter (0.1 mm < wavelength < 10 mm) - (3000 GHz > frequency > 30 GHz) 

8 Gamma-ray (E > 120 keV) 

7 Other (for example, particle detection, neutrinos) 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 
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24. Classify data types as: 

67 Images 

62 Catalogues 

36  Photometry 

41 Spectra (single slit) 

22 Time series 

19 High energy photon counts (e.g. X-rays) 

19 Other (please specify) or additional explanation 

11 Spectra (multiple slit) 

11 Data cubes 

11 Interferometry 

9 Spectra (IFU) 

8 Particle detections (events lists, etc.) 

3 Single dish continuum 

0 Single dish spectra 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

The ‘other’ responses include: rotation periods, maps, orbital elements, astrometric 
positions, objective prism (slitless) spectra, tools, proper motions, radio polarization 
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25. What is the current interface to the archive? 

113 Web interface 

59 VO interface 

21 Other or extra information on the interface 

13 FTP site 

7 No user interface 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

Others include web service details, ‘SQL interface’, ‘direct via personal email’, ‘Microsoft 
ACCESS table’ 

 

26. Level of products (this uses broad categories as defined in the VO, please check the 
box(es) which represent your situation at best and add comments if needed) : 

104 
A - Data are fully calibrated, fully documented, and suitable for professional 
research. 

46 
B - Data are calibrated and documented, but calibration quality is inconsistent. 
Users are advised to check data carefully and recalibrate. 

43 C - Data are uncalibrated. 

4 U - Data quality is unknown. 

9 Comments if any: 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

The 9 additional comments provided archive specific information on the level of 
processing of the archive data 

As with q.6 of this questionnaire, the high number of responses in the highest ‘level’ of 

data products should not be over-interpreted. Many responses indicated multiple levels, 

and the responses do not allow for inference of the volume of ‘level A’ products available.  
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27. What is the level of implementation of IVOA standards (http://www.ivoa.net/ 
Documents) in the archive? 

56  There is intent to implement IVOA standards 

49 The archive makes use of VO access protocols, like Simple Image Access Protocol 

47 The archive provides VOTable output 

45 The archive is registered in a VO Registry 

15 There is no intent to implement IVOA standards 

15 Other standards used and comments if any: 

3 
There is a formal requirement from your governing bodies to comply with IVOA 
standards 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

Comments: US virtual solar observatory, vizier, working with AstroGrid, IPDA standards 

 

This question was designed to gauge current usage or intent for Data Centres to 

implement VO standards and methods in their archives.  The first two options relate to 

general use of VO standards and protocols, and this will mean different things to different 

archives. Overall there is a high degree of interest in current and future use of VO 

standards. As this census is organised by a VO project, we expect the respondents to be 

somewhat biased in terms of a positive attitude toward using the VO. We note that the 

information collected in this question is not specific enough to make a detailed analysis of 

VO ‘compliance’ of the archives.  
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28. Extra information and comments on this questionnaire (e.g. any VO-enabled tools 
recommended for your data; if you provide these, please also describe them in 
questionnaire n°3) 

15 responses – these include archive specific information on future plans, information on 
the archive management, and status of the archives. 

29. Contact person for this questionnaire: 

134 responses 
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4.3. QUESTIONNAIRE 3 - SERVICES / TOOLS / SOFTWARE SUITES 

A summary table of the services / tools / software suites is presented in Annexe 3. This 
lists the Data Centre acronym, the name, a short description of the purpose, and the 
webpage of each service/tool/software suite.  

1. Acronym of the Data Centre (Used to identify the Data Centre in all questionnaires): 

A total of 67 responses were gathered. The Data Centres with multiple entries are:

5 VAMDC 

5 CDS 

5 ESO-SAF 

4 WFAU 

4 PANDORA 

4 IMCCE-VOPDC 

3 NANCAY-VOPARIS DATA CENTRE 

2 ADSC 

2 BDAP 

2 ESAC 

2 GEPI-VOPARIS DATA CENTRE 

2 OmegaCEN 

2 REM 

2 TERAPIX 

2 VOPARIS_DATA_CENTRE 

See Annexe 3. 

2. What do you want to describe (several answers are possible)? 

47 Service 

24 Tool 

8 Software Suite 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

Multiple responses were provided by some Data Centres. 11 Data Centres that indicated 
'Service' also indicated 'Tool'. One Data Centre indicated both 'Service' and 'Tool'.    
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3. Name of the service / tool / software suite: 

66 responses 

(Tabulated in Annexe 3) 

4. Webpage of the service / tool / software suite: 

65 responses 

(Tabulated in Annexe 3) 

5. Purpose of the service / tool / software suite: 

65 responses 

(Tabulated in Annexe 3) 

The responses to this question cover a very wide range from services that provide 
complete bibliographies and libraries of astronomical objects such as SIMBAD and the 
mirror copy of the SAO/NASA Astrophysics Data System, and also more specific services 
such as the Extrasolar Planets Encyclopaedia (EPE), to minor planet datasets such as 
KODC, Miriade, SkyBot, and SSODNet.  

There are services for providing access to data related to planetary atmospheres (BDAP), 
and binary stars (BDB). Services and tools have also been described by large mission 
archives across the electromagnetic spectrum, this includes wrapped software tools for 
general use (Aladin, STILTS, VOSpec), mission pipelines (ESO), data publication (ESA) 
and also spectral fitting (GOSSIP), redshift calculators, Earth orientation, radio 
interferometric data (ParselTongue) and domain specific database browsers (PANDORA) 
as well as imaging survey tools (Mosaic) together with observation conditions and 
coordination, secure login (UKIDSS) and tools for future missions such as Herschel, 
ALMA, Simbol-X  and e-Rosita.  
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6. What does the service / tool / software suite deal with? 

24 Other (Please Specify) 

23 Surveys 

19 Galaxies 

18 Solar system 

15 Stars 

14 
Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental constants, atomic line lists, 
transition rates...) 

14 Astrometry and celestial mechanics 

12 Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae 

11 The Galaxy 

7 Cosmology 

2 The sun 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

Other scientific areas indicated: 'Double and multiple stars', 'GRB, AGN, HMXRB, LMXRB', 
'All types of objects outside the solar system', 'Atmospheric Chemistry and Dynamics' 
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7. General type of data products from or applicable to the service / tool / software suite: 

31 Catalogues 

27 Other (Please Specify), or comments: 

22 Images 

14 Spectra (single slit) 

7 Accessing other services (portals) 

6 Spectra (IFU) 

6 Models 

4 Spectra (multiple slit) 

4 Data cubes 

4 Interferometry 

3 Particle detections (events lists, etc.) 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 
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Many responses indicated that the service / tool / software suite applies to an 'Other' 
types of data products. These are a diverse set of data types, often specific to a 
particular tool or service, or specific area of astronomy. The list of ‘other’ data types as 
specified in the responses is included below: 

!  2D gridded 

!  A collection of high level C++ classes and functions aimed to parse the VOTable file 
format. MCS allows its usage from any programming language. 

!  Any possible data product can be pointed at by the catalogues  

!  Astrometric positions of solar system objects 

!  Atomic and Molecular Line Transitions (listed x2) 

1. Collisional rate coefficients, bibliography, matching to fitted spectroscopic data 
of CDMS and JPL 

2. Designations (also called object identifiers) 

!  EZ handles mono-dimensional spectra, no matter where they come from. 

!  Ephemeris computation 

!  FITS image display and catalogue overlay tool 

!  GOSSIP handles mono-dimensional spectra, no matter where they come from. 

!  Literature on all subjects; links to journals, SIMBAD, VizieR, NED, observatory 
archives 

!  Mostly preview images available on line and (some) direct images/row from original 
plates about 1TB 

!  One-dimensional integrated 21-cm line spectra 

!  Plots 

!  Publications 

!  The service provides a name resolver for solar system objects and gives access to 
numerous database concerning the solar system objects 

!  VOEvent packets 

!  VOTables 

!  Bibliographic infos 

!  Higher level products (spectra and light curves) 

!  Linelists 

!  Object names, bibliography, measurements; links to ADS, electronic journals, data 
archives (images, spectra …), VizieR catalogues, Aladin, Dictionary of Nomenclature 

!  Temporal pulse profiles of pulsars 

!  Time series 

8. Reference describing the service / tool / software suite (manual, webpage, published 
papers, etc.): 

61 responses - These include a mix of webpage and journal references.  
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9. Is this service / tool / software suite a combination of other services and tools? 

44 No 

17 Yes 

2 Other (Please explain):  

The ‘other’ responses were: 'The service interconnects world wide distributed databases', 
'Some links are provided to get complementary information, but this is not the main 
information provided'. 

10. If yes, which ones? Any additional comment on this question? 

19 responses (corresponding to 17 ‘yes’ and 2 ‘other’ responses from q.9) 

Mirrors and interfaces to services were indicated and combined interfaces such as LEDAS 
and BAX (NED, SIMBAD & HEASARC). Further details were often provided in answer to 
Question 11 of this section.  

11. Is the service / tool / software suite distributed over different laboratories / 
geographic locations? 

49 No 

8 Yes 

6 Other (Please explain): 

12. Approximate current number of users of the service / tool / software suite: 

45 responses (28 numerical responses) 

13. Current service / tool / software suite interface: 

43 Web interface 

25 VO interface 

20 Web service 

16 Standalone tool 

9 Command line 

9 Other or extra information on the interface 

5 Software environment 

3 FTP site 

3 Applet 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 
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Other responses: 'REST service', 'Java web-start application', 'C language client package', 
'The service offers also RSS and Jabber feeds, and visualization in Google Sky (KML)', 
'Links from SIMBAD; links to electronic journals, VizieR catalogues', 'Implemented in 
Aladin (CDS), Audela (http://www.audela.org) and WCS Tools (http://tdc-
www.harvard.edu/ software/wcstools/ )'. 

 

14. Indicate the platforms supported (if relevant): 

35 Web based 

26 Linux 

19 Platform independent (e.g. Java application) 

9 Mac 

8 Solaris 

4 Windows 

2 Other (Please Specify): MySQL, PostgresSQL 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 
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15. What is the level of implementation of IVOA standards (http://www.ivoa.net/ 
Documents) in service / tool / software suite? 

30 The service / tool / software suite produces or reads VOTable output 

25 
The service / tool / software suite makes use of VO access protocols, like Simple 
Image Access Protocol 

20 There is intent to implement IVOA standards 

18 Other standards used and comments if any: 

12 The service / tool / software suite is registered in a VO Registry 

4 There is no intent to implement IVOA standards 

1 
There is a formal requirement from your governing bodies to comply with IVOA 
standards 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

'Other' responses include: 

!  The package is a sub-part of MCS library which supports/implements various 
standards 

!  Standards developed currently with NIST/IAEA 

!  GOSSIP makes use of the PLASTIC protocol 

!  SSODNet intends to become a VO resolver for solar system objects 

!  VOEvent, STAP (SEAP in the future) 

!  A SPASE interface is under development 

!  WSDL Globus 

!  As reported in Q2: TCP-IP, HTTP, XML, SQL, SSL, etc. DB tables are all HTM-indexed. 
UCD and VOTable Specifications are or will be adopted. The VOTable output is under 
development. 

!  The output is compatible with applications which recognise a SIAP VOTable. 

!  Compliant to Spectrum Data Model; PLASTIC 

!  Compliant to Spectrum Data Model; Simple Spectral Access Protocol; Common 
Execution Architecture 

!  The standards are not final, so it is an evolving service 
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16. Extra information and comments on this questionnaire: 

4 responses 

Here some Data Centres indicated the status of registration of services and if further 
services or mirrors were intended to be made available. One Data Centre (REM) indicated 
further features of the service not mentioned elsewhere and requested Euro-VO 
assistance to support VO publication of future services. 

17. Contact person for this questionnaire: 

67 responses 
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4.4. THEORY RELATED QUESTIONNAIRES 

15 Data Centres identified a total 23 theory related archives and 10 theory related 
services. Most of the theory services are related to respective theory archives from the 
same Data Centre while some of the services are independent of a theory archive (AIP, 2 
of the services from LUTH/VO-Paris, and IMCCE-VOPDC). Note that 11 archives are 
provided by one institute (LAEFF-SVO). 

 

11 LAEFF-SVO 

2 HORIZON 

1 EPE 

1 GAVO-DC 

1 CDMS 

1 INAF-OATo 

1 VOObsBesancon 

1 GRAAL 

1 PHOENIX 

1 VAMDC 

1 SerVO 

1 IA2 

1 MillenniumDB 

4.4.1. Questionnaire 4 – Theoretical Archives 

A summary table of the theoretical archives in this questionnaire is provided in Annexe 4. 
The Data Centre acronym, the name, brief description, and homepage/portal of the 
theoretical archives.  

1. Acronym of the Data Centre 

24 responses – see Annexe 4. 

2. Name of the theoretical archive 

24 responses – see Annexe 4. 
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3. What does the archive provide? 

20 Original simulation results 

6 Post-processed simulation data 

4 Virtual observations of simulations 

3 Other 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

The ‘other’ responses indicated archives that provide: data in the form of links to other 
theory web sites (EPE); theoretical spectral energy distributions of stellar atmospheres 
(GAVO-DC); and results of numerical simulations of collisional processes between 
molecules and atoms, molecules, electron - linked to spectroscopic line lists for molecules 
contained in the archive (CMDS). 

 

 

 

4. Brief description of the theoretical archive 

24 responses – see Annexe 4. 

The descriptions provided include a range of different types of simulations. The majority 
(14) of the archives are related to simulation of stellar spectra and stellar populations.   4 
of the theoretical archives are related to multi-particle simulations of galaxy clusters and 
interactions (some of these make use of the SNAP database model). Some archives are 
related to databases of theoretical computations and measurements of atomic and 
molecular lines. Also included are astrophysical jets, accretion disks around stars, the 
effects of Stark broadening, and a simple list of other theory web sites. 

5. Homepage / Portal of the theoretical archive: 

23 responses – see Annexe 4. 
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6. Indicate approx. quantitative information about the archive 

9 responses 

6 responses indicate the total volume of the individual archives with ranges between 
80MB and 5TB. 9 responses indicated the sizes in terms of data rows with values in the 
range between 145 and one billion, but with a median of only 235.  

7. Other relevant quantitative information: 

3 responses: The given information explains the entries in question 6 in more detail. 

8. References describing the data 

16 Publication 

8 Web page 

 

Only 4 of the responses describe their data solely on their web page.  13 archives 
primarily refer to journal publications. 4 Archives use both channels. 

9. Is the same data hosted elsewhere? 

14 No 

5 Yes 

3 Partially 

 

10. If yes or partially, please indicate where the data is hosted 

8 responses 

The locations include: India, USA, Mexico, France, and Italy 
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11. Is the archive original or is it a copy? 

20 Original archive 

2 Full copy 

1 Full mirror 

0 Partial copy 

 

12. If the archive is a copy, where is the original data located? 

3 responses – answers same as for q.10 

13. Archive status 

13 Growing archive 

11 Static archive 

0 Other 

Half of the archives are static, the other half are growing. Most of the stellar related 
archives appear to be static. 

14. Is the theoretical archive distributed over different laboratories/geographic locations? 

20 No 

3 Other 

1 Yes 

Within the consortia archives are distributed over the participating institutes. Metadata 
are mostly stored in a single location, whereas the actual data are distributed. 
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15. Access policy 

22 responses 

18 Completely open 

3 Partly open, partly proprietary 

1 Access restricted 

0 Data public after a proprietary period 

 

Almost all archives are fully public. Exceptions are related to archives that are not fully 
implemented yet and to archives that produce on demand results, which are private. The 
MillenniumDB small data sets are open to the public and full access is available after 
registration. 

 

16. Approximate number of human resources supporting the archive 

22 replies which give an average of 0.58 persons/year. 

17. Explain which tasks this number includes 

22 replies: Duties are maintenance, database and web-application design, 
documentation, curation, and scientific verification. 

18. Date at which the archive was or will be established? 

23 responses  

The archives were established between 1998 and 2008. Most of which came into 
existence around 2005-2008. 
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19. Expected lifetime of the archive 

23 responses 

22 Forever 

1 Limited 

The MillenniumDB will be available for at least another five years. 

20. Approximate current number of external queries per year 

6 responses 

One response states no values, since the archive went online only recently. The other 4 
archives report 200-3 million external queries per year. 

21. Approximate current number of users of the archive 

7 responses 

One response, as above, states no values, since the archive went online only recently. 
For another three archives this information is not available. The other three responses 
state registered users of 54 up to 240. 

22. Please specify the Data/Products energy regime (if relevant): 

13 Infrared 

12 Optical 

9 Ultraviolet 

6 Millimeter 

5 X-ray 

3 Radio 

2 Other (Quantum-mechanical parameters, particle properties (masses, velocities…) 

0 Gamma-ray 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

The 16 responses cover almost the full electromagnetic spectrum. However, as indicated 
here, as well as in question 24, there are other, non-classical data types like quantum-
mechanical parameters, particle properties (coordinate, velocities, masses, etc.). Seven 
archives did not provide an answer. EPE is focused on providing web links to other theory 
web sites, INAF-OATO is concerned with jet simulations. 
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23. Please classify data types 

12 Other 

10 Spectra 

4 Catalogs 

1 Images 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

The “Other” data types are links, hierarchical trees, isochrones, evolutionary tracks, rate 
coefficients, spectral line shapes, and multidimensional boxes. In part the data types can 
be classified as catalog data. 

Data types are overall non-classical.  Simulations in general do provide more physical 
data than observational data. Data types are links, hierarchical trees, isochrones, 
evolutionary tracks, rate coefficients, spectral line shapes, and multidimensional boxes. 
Their structures are different from those of classical images or spectra. 
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24. What is the current interface to the archive? 

21 Web interface 

16 VO interface 

3 FTP site 

1 No user interface 

3 Other 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

Other: 3 (Other kinds of interfaces include SQL and Aladin) 

 

25. Level of products 

21 
(A) Data are fully calibrated, fully documented, and suitable for professional 
research  

1 (B) Data are calibrated and documented, but calibration quality is inconsistent 

1 (C) Data are uncalibrated 

1 (D) Data quality is unknown 

4 (E) Comments 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

Entries E relate to archives that are not yet fully implemented.  
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26. What is the level of implementation of IVOA standards in the theoretical archive? 

17 There is intent to implement IVOA standards 

15 The archive provides VOTable output 

12 The archive is registered in a VO registry 

1 The archive makes use of VO access protocols 

1 Other 

0 There is a formal requirement to comply with IVOA standards 

0 There is no intent to implement IVOA standards 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

The responses indicate that interest in the implementation of IVOA standards, and also 
some level or current implementation of these standards. There is one example of an 
initial implementation of the SNAP protocol.  

21 Data Centres responses, many of who indicated multiple options to this question, 
generated a total of 43 answers. 27 of which already make use of VObs techniques (the 
large majority of archives provide VOTable output). There is also great interest in 
implementing VObs techniques (16). None of the archives has a formal requirement for 
VObs compliance. We note an obvious bias of the theory Data Centres responding to the 
census, in terms of having a favourable attitude and willingness to use the VO.  

 

27. Extra information and comments to this questionnaire 

2 responses 

28. Contact person for this questionnaire 

24 responses  
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4.4.2. Questionnaire 5 – Theory Services 

A summary table of Theory Services is available in Annexe 5. The Data centre acronym, 
the theory service name, and webpage are listed. The responses to q.3, on what the 
theory service provides, are also tabulated here. 

1. Acronym of the Data Centre 

11 responses received from 8 Data Centres – see Annexe 5. 

2 HORIZON 

2 IA2 

2 LUTH/VO-Paris datacentre 

1 AIP 

1 VOObsBesancon 

1 IMCCE-VOPDC 

1 LAEFF-SVO 

1 GAVO-DC 

2. Name of the theory service: 

11 responses – listed in Annexe 5. 

3. What does the theory service provide? 

4 Original data 

4 Post-processed data 

4 Virtual observations of simulations 

4 Other  

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

These responses are listed in the summary table in Annexe 5. 

The ‘other’ responses include: synthetic photometry, spectral energy distributions of 
stellar atmospheres, fitting of orbital parameters of solar system bodies 

Most of the services provide further processing of the data, like virtual observations, 
fitting procedures to “real” observations, etc. 

4. Web page of the theory service 

11 responses – listed in Annexe 5. 
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5. References describing the service 

10 responses 

4 services are described primarily by journal publications.  

The remaining 6 services present both, online documentation and journal publications. 

6. Indicate the typical computation time 

11 responses 

7 services reported that typical computation times are of the order of a number of 
seconds. The other services state a range of times from minutes to weeks. 

7. Does the service relate to simulations of observations? 

11 replies 

9 services relate to simulations of observations.  

The majority of services (7/9) are related to a combination of simulation and 
observational data.  

8. Approximate current number of users of the theory service 

10 responses 

4 services were not able to provide the number of users, in part due to the recent 
implementation of the service.  

The other services have between 10 and 500 users, the median being ~12 users. 

9. Data / products energy regime 

7 Optical 

6 Infrared 

5 Ultraviolet 

4 Millimeter 

4 X-ray 

4 
Other : gravitational waves, projected distributions of mass (stars, gas, and dark 
matter), metals, and velocities 

1 Radio 

0 Gamma-ray 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 
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As for Questionnaire 4, the answers are diverse, with a number of specialised data / 
products reported: gravitational waves, projected distributions of mass (in stars, gas, 
dark matter), metals, velocities. Together with the next question 10, the necessity of 
recognizing the requirements for accommodating such data products in a VO framework 
becomes apparent. 

 

10. Classify data types 

7 
Other (time development of galactic halos, diverse physical parameters, 
ephemerides, galaxy cluster parameters, theoretical spectral energy distributions) 

5 Photometry 

5 Spectra 

3 Images 

2 Catalogs 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

11 archives provided 22 data types, the “other” type being the largest subset (7). 
Examples are the time development of galactic halos, the determination/estimation of 
diverse physical parameters, ephemerides, galaxy cluster parameters, and theoretical 
spectral energy distributions. 
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11. What is the current interface to the theory service? 

7 Web interface 

5 VO interface 

3 Other (CVS source download) 

3 Applet 

2 Standalone tool 

2 Web service 

2 Command line 

2 FTP site 

1 Software environment 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 

 

12. What is the level of implementation of IVOA standards? 

8 The theory service produces or reads VOTable output 

5 There is intent to implement IVOA standards 

4 The theory service makes use of VO access protocols 

3 The theory service is registered in a VO Registry 

0 Other standards  

1 There is no intent to implement IVOA standards 

0 There is a formal requirement to comply with IVOA standards 

Note: Multiple responses permitted 
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11 archives provide 23 answers. The services, to a high degree, make already use of VO 
standards and/or access protocols.  Except for one archive, all are involved or least show 
interest in applying VObs techniques to their services. None of the archives is formally 
required to make use of VObs techniques. Again we note a bias of the responding Data 
Centres having a predisposition toward using VO. 

 

13. Extra information 

1 response – relating to the GAVO-DC service providing spectral energy distributions 

14. Contact person for this questionnaire 

11 responses  
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ANNEXE 1: LIST OF DATA CENTRES 
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ANNEXE 2: LIST OF ARCHIVES 
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ANNEXE 3: LIST OF SERVICES / TOOLS / SOFTWARE SUITES 
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ANNEXE 4: LIST OF THEORETICAL ARCHIVES 
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ANNEXE 5: LIST OF THEORY SERVICES 
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ANNEXE 6: SHORT DESCRIPTION OF DATA CENTRES 

 

ESA 

 

Number: 1. 

Acronym of the DC: ESA-ESAC 

Name of the DC: ESA European Space Astronomy Centre 

Contact point name: Christophe ARVISET 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 63 

Science covered: Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental 
constants, atomic line lists, transition rates,...); 
Astrometry and celestial mechanics; The sun; Solar 
system; Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae; 
The Galaxy; Galaxies; Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – ISO Data Archive (#2) 

 2 – Herschel Science Archive (#2) 

 3 – Lisa PathFinder Archive (#2) 

 4 – GAIA Archive (to be released publicly in 2014-

 2015) (#2) 

 5 – PLA (Planck Legacy Archive) (to be released for 

 internal use in 2010 and publicly in 2012) (#2) 

 6 – Exosat Science Archive (#2) 

 7 – Soho Science Archive (#2) 

8 – PSA (Planetary Science Archive, archive of all ESA 
planetary missions (Mars Express, Rosetta, Venus 
Express, Huygens, Giotto, Smart-1) (#2) 

 9 – XSA (XMM-Newton Science Archive) (#2) 

 10 – ISDA (Integral Science Operations Centre Data 
 Archive) (#2) 

 11 – VOSpec (#3) 

 12 – DALToolkit (#3) 

VO compliance: 1: Yes; 2; Intent; 3: Investigation; 4: Intent; 5: 
 Intent;  6: Intent; 7: Intent; 8: IPDA standards; 9: 
 Yes; 10: Yes;  11: Yes; 12: Yes 

Short Description: 

ESAC holds most of ESA missions astronomical and solar systems scientific archives. 
Furthermore, ESAC is hosting the ESA-VO project, responsible of all VO activities in 
astronomy at ESA. ESAC also hosts the Scientific Operations Centres of most ESA 
astronomical and solar systems missions. 
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ESO 

 

Number: 2. 

Acronym of the DC: ESO-SAF 

Name of the DC: ESO Science Archive Facility 

Contact point name: Andreas WICENEC 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 62 

Science covered: Solar system; Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae; 
The Galaxy; Galaxies; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 - VLT/AMBER (#2) 

 2 – APEX (#2) 

 3 – 3.6m/CES (#2) 

 4 – Digital Sky Survey, Guide Star Catalogues (#2) 

 5 – 3.6m/EFOSC2 (#2) 

 6 – NTT/EMMI (#2) 

 7 – 2.2m/Feros (#2) 

 8 – VLT/FORS1, FORS2 (#2) 

 9 – VLT/GIRAFFE (#2) 

 10 – 3.6m/HARPS (#2) 

 11 – Hipparcos/Tycho (#2) 

 12 – VLT/ISAAC (#2) 

 13 – VLT/MIDI (#2) 

 14 – VLT/NACO (#2) 

 15 – VLT/SINFONI (#2) 

 16 – NTT/SOFI (#2) 

 17 – NTT/SUSI2 (#2) 

 18 – 3.6/TIMMI2 (#2) 

 19 – Online USNO-A2.0 Catalogue Server, The Second 
 U.S. Naval Observatory CCD Astrograph (#2) 

 20 – VLT/UVES (#2) 

 21 – VLT/VIMOS (#2) 

 22 – VLT/VINCI (#2) 

 23 – VLT/VISIR (#2) 

 24 – 2.2m/WFI (#2) 

 25 – ADS (#3) 

 26 – Ambient Conditions Server (#3) 

 27 – Instrument pipelines (#3) 

 28 – Skycat (#3) 

 29 – VirGO, ESO Visual Browser (#3) 

VO compliance: 1-1O: Yes; 11: ?; 12-24: Yes; 25-28: ?; 29: Yes 

Short Description: 

Complete raw data archive of the ESO La Silla Paranal Observatory. Additional reduced data 
holdings of part of the raw data. Auxiliary services like DSS and star catalogues. 
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FRANCE 

 

Number: 3. 

Acronym of the DC: IMCCE-VOPDC 

Name of the DC: IMCCE VO Paris Data Centre 

Contact point name: William THUILLOT 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 48 

Science covered: Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Solar system 

Elements submitted: 1 - Lunar and Solar Eclipse Database (#2) 

 2 - Cometary Notes (#2) 

 3 - NSDC – Natural Satellites Data Centre (#2) 

 4 – Miriade (#3) 

 5 – SkyBot – Sky Body Tracker (#3) 

 6 – ssOTEP – Solar System Object Transcient Event 
 Prediction (#3) 

 7 – VO-NOE (#4) 

VO compliance: 1: yes; 2:yes; 3:no; 4:in progress & intent; 5:yes; 
 6:yes; 7:yes & intent 

Short Description: 

IMCCE VO Paris Data Centre (IMCCE-VOPDC) is an institute (Inst. of Celestial Mechanics 
and Calculation of Ephemerides) of the Paris Observatory in charge to provide 
ephemerides, dynamical and astrometric data of the Solar System objects. These 
services and data are mostly issued from the research activities operated by IMCCE 
teams in the field of celestial mechanics, astrometry and mathematics. The IMCCE-
VOPDC data and services are mostly diffused in the VO-Paris Data Center framework. 

IMCCE-VOPDC holds data related to the Solar System Objects: static data upon the 
physical and dynamical characteristization of the objects, files of positions and 
phenomena in the Solar System, data bases of astrometric measurements gathered from 
published sources or acquired by astrometrists thanks to international campaigns 
coodinated by IMCCE. 

Services in the field of ephemerides of the Solar System objects are provided. On-line 
computations of positional ephemerides are available for all the objects (planets, 
asteroids, comets, natural satellites) in different reference frames. On-line computations 
of physical ephemerides (aspects of the bodies) are also provided. VO compliant services 
are also available. They concern the ephemerides and especially the identification and 
characterization of the Solar System objects. This work is still in progress and the 
developments of new services in this domain are undertaken. 

 

 

Number: 4. 

Acronym of the DC: SYRTE-VOPARIS-DC 

Name of the DC: SYRTE-VOPARIS-Data Centre 
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Contact point name: Anne Marie GONTHIER 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 40 

Science covered: Earth orientation and reference systems (celestial and 
terrestrial), geodesy, geophysic; Astrometry and 
celestial mechanics; Solar system; Galaxies 

Elements submitted: 1 – IERS Celestial Reference System Product Centre 
 (ICRS-PC) (#2) 

 2 - ERS Earth Orientation Parameters Product Centre 
 (EOP-PC) (#2) 

 3 – International VLBI Service, Paris Observatory 
 Analysis Centre (IVS OPAR) (#2) 

 4 – International VLBI Service for Geodesy and 
 Astrometry Paris Observatory Data Centre (IVS OPA 
 Data Centre) (#2) 

 5 – IERS EOP-PC (#3) 

VO compliance: 1: yes & intent; 2:intent; 3: yes & intent; 4:intent; 
 5:intent 

Short Description: 

It host two components of The International Earth Rotation Service (IERS): the Earth 
Orientation and International Celestial Reference Frames Centres. The IERS is an 
interdisciplinary service that maintains key connections between astronomy, geodesy and 
geophysics. He provides: Celestial reference frame, Earth orientation data  
(data, tools for use, documentation and references). He also hosts a VLBI analysis 
centre, that provides result of VLBI (Very Long Baseline Interferometry) analyses and 
observational data. 

 

 

Number: 5. 

Acronym of the DC: Xcat-DB 

Name of the DC: SSC XMM-Newton 

Contact point name: Laurent MICHEL 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 21 

Science covered: High energy astrophysics, X-ray sources; Surveys 

Elements submitted: Official SSC XMM-Newton interface to the XMM source 
 catalogue (#2) 

VO compliance: yes 

Short Description: 

Official XMM-Newton SSC interface for the XMM catalogues. It provides search and 
browsing tools for the 2XMM catalogues and proposed identifications. 
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Number: 6. 

Acronym of the DC: CASSIS 

Name of the DC: Centre d'Analyse Scientifique de Spectres Infrarouges 
 et Sub-millimétriques 

Contact point name: Jean-Michel GLORIAN 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 36 

Science covered: Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental 
constants, atomic line lists, transition rates...); Solar 
system; Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae; 
Surveys 

Elements submitted: Centre d'Analyse Scientifique de Spectres Infrarouges 
 et Sub-millimétriques (#3) 

VO compliance: intent 

Short Description: 

CASSIS provides a software for analysis of spectra of astrophysical interests, especially in 
the range of molecular rotation wavelengths. It is adapted to analyze any radio telescope 
data and is designed for future instruments: Hershel-HIFI and ALMA. 

CASSIS helps to the line identifications. It includes LTE and LVG models. 

 

 

Number: 7. 

Acronym of the DC: BDAP 

Name of the DC: Base de Données Atmosphères Planétaires 

Contact point name: Alain SARKISSIAN 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 9 

Science covered: Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental 
constants, atomic line lists, transition rates...); Solar 
system 

Elements submitted: 1 – BDAP (#3) 

 2 – BDAP at VO Paris Data Centre (#3) 

VO compliance: 1 &  2 : intent 

Short Description: 

BDAP is involved in physical/chemical and dynamical processes of atmospheres of the 
planets related to experimental activities from the ground and from space (Mars-Express, 
Venus-express, Cassini-Huygens, Rosetta, Cluster, Bepi-Colombo, etc...), laboratory 
activities and numerical modelling. 
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Number: 8. 

Acronym of the DC: CDPP 

Name of the DC: Centre de Données de Physique des Plasmas 

Contact point name: Christian JACQUEY 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 26 

Science covered: Solar system 

Elements submitted: 1 – CDPP (#2) 

 2 – AMDA (#3) 

VO compliance:  

Short Description: 

The CDPP is the archive of in-situ solar system plasma data obtained by experiment with 
french participation. The CDPP develops added value services and interoperable services. 
The CDPP is deeply involved in the development of the SPASE standards and participates 
to VO projects in heliophysics, space physics and planetology. 

 

 

Number: 9. 

Acronym of the DC: TERAPIX 

Name of the DC: TERAPIX 

Contact point name: Emmanuel BERTIN 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 29 

Science covered: Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Stars; Galaxies; 
Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – EFIGI (#3) 

 2 – TERAPIX Software Suite (#3) 

VO compliance: Yes 

Short Description: 

TERAPIX (Traitement Élémentaire, Réduction et Analyse des PIXels de megacam) is an 
astronomical data reduction centre dedicated to the processing of extremely large data 
flows from digital sky surveys. 

 

 

Number: 10. 

Acronym of the DC: GEPI-VOPARIS DATA CENTRE 

Name of the DC: BD/OV GEPI: "Bases de données et Publication dans 
 l'Observatoire Virtuel du GEPI 

Contact point name: Sylvestre TABURET 
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Reply number (quest #1): 51 

Science covered: Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Stars; The Galaxy; 
Galaxies; Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – VOPSAT / VOPCAT (#2) 

 2 – Giraffe Archive (#2) 

 3 – Be Stars catalogue (#2) 

 4 – Be Star Spectra database (BeSS) (#2) 

 5 – Mosaic (#3) 

 6 – Astrocheck (#3) 

VO compliance: 1:Yes; 2:Yes; 3:intent; 4:Yes; 5:Yes; 6:Yes 

Short Description: 

GEPI-VOPARIS Data Centre aims to publish data organised in Data Bases offering legacy 
data, 'science ready' data, added-value data bases, services and tools related to the GEPI 
domains of expertise, for the astrophysical community. 

 

 

Number: 11. 

Acronym of the DC: VOPARIS_DATA_CENTRE 

Name of the DC: VO Paris DATA centre 

Contact point name: Pierre LE SIDANER 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 53 

Science covered: Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental 
constants, atomic line lists, transition rates,...); 
Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Stars; Interstellar 
medium (ISM), nebulae; The Galaxy; Galaxies; 
Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 - VO-Paris euro 3D client (#3) 

 2 – PegaseHR (#3) 

VO compliance: Yes 

Short Description: 

VO Paris Data Centre aims at providing VO access to the database resources at the 
Observatoire de Paris, participating to development of the IVOA standards, implementing 
VO compliant simulation codes and data visualisation and analysis software. 

VO-Paris maintains SSA, SIA, cones-search, TAP services, an Astrogrid portal, and 
developed services over data.  

VO-Paris is in charge of data preservation for the services provided. 
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Number: 12. 

Acronym of the DC: BAX 

Name of the DC: BAX 

Contact point name: Alain BLANCHARD 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 56 

Science covered: Cosmology 

Elements submitted: BAX (#3) 

VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

BAX provides measured values for X-ray clusters as well as a comprehensive tool for 
identifying published information on these x-ray clusters. 

 

 

Number: 13. 

Acronym of the DC: MEDOC 

Name of the DC: Multi Experiment Data and Operation Centre 

Contact point name: Karine BOCCHIALINI 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 7 

Science covered: The sun; Stars 

Elements submitted: MEDOC (#2) 

VO compliance: No intent 

Short Description: 

MEDOC is dedicated to solar and stellar data; it offers the facilities for data analysis, 
preparation of joint observations, observations using SOHO instruments, European 
ground-based observatories, space borne instruments. MEDOC is one of the European 
Archiving Centres for SOHO approved by ESA. MEDOC organises schools and workshops 
around data analysis. MEDOC offers to the community SOHO, TRACE, CORONAS, 
STEREO and COROT data and tools to visualise the images. 

 

 

Number: 14. 

Acronym of the DC: VOObs Besançon 

Name of the DC: Observatoire de Besançon 

Contact point name: Bernard DEBRAY 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 34 
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Science covered: Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Solar system; 
Stars; The Galaxy 

Elements submitted: 1 – BDB – Besançon Double and Multiple Star Data 
 Base (#2) 

 2 – Besançon photometric database for Kuiper-Belt 
 Objects and Centaurs (#2) 

 3 – BDB - Besançon Double and Multiple Star Data 
 Base (#3) 

 4 – Besançon model of stellar population of the Galaxy 
 simulation data base (#4) 

 5 – Besançon model of stellar population synthesis of 
 the Galaxy (#5) 

VO compliance: 1:Yes; 2:intent; 3:Yes; 4-5:Yes & intent 

Short Description: 

The Observatoire de Besançon has been hosting several scientific on-line facilities for 
many years: 

- the model of stellar populations of the Galaxy ; the model has been described as a 
science use case for the definition of requirements on VO standards that are of a 
theoretical nature, for the IVOA working groups . 

- the BDB database for double and multiple stars 
- the Orbital database of Small Bodies of the Outer Solar System and the 

photometric database for Kuiper-Belt Objects and Centaurs 

Support of these services relies on its computing infrastructure and its informatics group 
which has been acknowledged by the French CNRS as an Automated Centre for 
Information Processing (CATI). 

 

 

Number: 15. 

Acronym of the DC: EPE 

Name of the DC: Extrasolar Planets Encyclopedia 

Contact point name: Jean SCHNEIDER 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 2 

Science covered: Extrasolar planets 

Elements submitted: 1 – Extrasolar Planets Encyclopaedia  (#2) 

 2 – Extrasolar Planets Encyclopaedia  (#3) 

 3 – Extrasolar Planets Encyclopaedia  (#4) 

VO compliance: 1:Yes; 2:Yes; 3:intent 

Short Description: 

Give exhaustive information on exoplanets: Latest news, Extrasolar Planets catalog, 
Bibliographic database, Meetings database, Statistical tools, Tutorials (updated daily - 
versions in 7 languages). 
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Number: 16. 

Acronym of the DC: LUTH/VO-Paris data centre 

Name of the DC: LUTH/VO-Paris data centre 

Contact point name: Fabrice ROY 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 41 

Science covered: Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae 

Elements submitted: 1 – LORENE (#5) 

 2 – Meudon PDR code (#5) 

VO compliance: 1:no; 2: Yes and intent 

Short Description: 

We provide several theoretical services which are: 

- Lorene: Library used in numerical relativity and supported by the relativist team 
at LUTH-Observatoire de Paris 

- The Meudon PDR code which is a public code to model the physics and chemistry 
of molecular regions of the ISM. The code is supported by the ISM team at the 
LUTH-Observatoire de Paris.  

- Other numerical services are in development. 

 

 

Number: 17. 

Acronym of the DC: GRAAL 

Name of the DC: Groupe de Recherche en Astronomie et Astrophysique 
 du Languedoc 

Contact point name: Agnès LEBRE 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 8 

Science covered: The sun; Stars; The Galaxy; Galaxies 

Elements submitted: POLLUX (#4) 

VO compliance: Intent / Formal requirement 

Short Description: 

The GRAAL as a Data Centre aims at providing theoretical data: high resolution stellar 
spectra and spectral energy distributions for all kind of stars. 

The Data Centre hosts both the original data and a web interface allowing to access the 
data base of spectra and SEDs.  

In the future, the extension of the spectral types covered is foreseen, as well as the 
registry of the database in the Virtual Observatory. Specific tools such as a convolution 
module for the spectra, could also be provided. 

The possibility that the Data Centre may host a stellar evolution models data base is 
foreseen for future development 
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Number: 18. 

Acronym of the DC: FUSE/IAP/VO-PARIS 

Name of the DC: FUSE/IAP/VO-PARIS 

Contact point name: Jean-Michel DESERT 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 25 

Science covered: Solar system; Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), 
nebulae; The Galaxy; Galaxies; Cosmology 

Elements submitted: 1 – Fuse Database: bdfuse (#2) 

 2 – SSAP (simple spectral access protocol) for FUSE 
 database at IAP (#3) 

VO compliance: 1:Yes; 2:Yes/ Formal requirement 

Short Description: 

FUSE is a NASA-supported astronomy mission that was launched on June 24, 1999, to 
explore the Universe using the technique of high-resolution spectroscopy in the far-
ultraviolet spectral region.  

The Johns Hopkins University has the lead role in developing and now operating the 
mission, in collaboration with The University of Colorado at Boulder, The University of 
California at Berkeley, international partners the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) and the 
French Space Agency (CNES), and corporate partners. FUSE is part of NASA's Origins 
Program under the auspices of NASA's Office of Space Science.  

THIS DATABASE CONTAINS ALL THE SPECTRA FROM THE FUSE MISSION! 

 

 

Number: 19. 

Acronym of the DC: HORIZON 

Name of the DC: Horizon Project Data Centre and Services 

Contact point name: Bruno GUIDERDONI 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 12 

Science covered: Galaxies; Cosmology 

Elements submitted: 1 - GalICS (#4) 

 2 – GALMER (#4) 

 3 - GalICS (#5) 

 4 – GALMER (#5) 

VO compliance: 1:Yes & intent; 2:?; 3: Yes and in progress; 4:Yes 

Short Description: 

The objective of the Horizon Project is to federate numerical simulations activities with a 
program focused on Galaxy and Large Scale Structure Formation. The Horizon Project 
was built on several research teams in different institutes. The scientific objective is 
specifically oriented towards studying galaxy formation in a cosmological framework. 
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The main objective of our databases and associated services is to provide to the scientific 
community (both observers and theoreticians), a friendly access to state-of-the-art 
numerical simulations. 

Mock galaxy catalogs can be produced from numerical simulations. Various types of 
catalogs are available: 

- Complete galaxy catalogs can be produced from simulations of large cosmological 
volumes. These catalogs give the statistical properties of the whole population of 
galaxies, and can be used as reference predictions to be compared with 
magnitude or volume limited surveys. 

- Selected galaxy catalogs can be produced from a large set of numerical 
simulations of astrophysical situations, e.g. cluster galaxies, galaxy encouters, or 
galaxy merging. These catalogs can be used as reference predictions to be 
compared with surveys that focus on selected types of objects. 

The Horizon project produces these various types of catalogs. 

 

 

Number: 20. 

Acronym of the DC: VAMDC 

Name of the DC: Virtual Atomic and Molecular Data Center 

Contact point name: Marie-Lise DUBERNET 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 55 

Science covered: All physical data and processes fond their application on 
a wide variety of astrophysical fields: sun, solar 
system, stars, ISM, galaxy; Physical data and processes 
(e.g. fundamental constants, atomic line lists, transition 
rates,...) 

Elements submitted: 1 – Basecol Service for MOLPOP (#3)  

 2 – CDMS Service (#3) 

 3 – Basecol Molecules Specroscopic Service (#3) 

 4 – voclient (#3) 

 5 – BASECOL (#4) 

VO compliance: Yes 

Short Description: 

The Virtual Atomic and Molecular Data Center aims at providing access to Atomic and 
Molecular Data through implementation of services on already existing databases, though 
access to new databases, through developpement of tools.  

Currently the Data Centre is mainly at Paris Observatory but aims at joining efforts from 
other laboratories 
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Number: 21. 

Acronym of the DC: BASS 2000 

Name of the DC: Base de données Solaire/Stellaire Sol 

Contact point name: Frédéric PALETOU 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 4 

Science covered: The sun; Stars 

Elements submitted: BAse de Données Solaires-Sol 2000 (#2) 

VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

BASS 2000 is the main archive/db of the THéMIS solar telescope. So far 11 To of such 
data are archived at the main centre of Tarbes. The Meudon centre is dedicated to 
systematic observations provided by several ground-based instruments operated in 
France. Tools like solar ephemeris and reference spectra are also available there. 

Vector magnetic field maps (from the inversion of THéMIS data) are available on-line 
since 2007. Another service aka. FROMAGE provides, upon request, extrapolations of 
such maps up to the corona. 

In 2008, we shall also open a stellar (polarized) spectra database from ESPaDOnS@CFHT 
and NARVAL@TBL spectropolarimeters. 

 

 

Number: 22. 

Acronym of the DC: CDS 

Name of the DC: Centre de Données astronomiques de Strasbourg 

Contact point name: Françoise GENOVA 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 61 

Science covered: Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental 
constants, atomic line lists, transition rates,...); 
Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Solar system; 
Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae; The Galaxy; 
Galaxies; Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – VizieR (#2) 

 2 – SIMBAD (Set of Identification, Measurement and 
 Bibliography for Astronomical Data) (#3) 

 3 – Aladin image server (#3) 

 4 – Aladin sky portal (#3) 

 5 – Dictionary of Nomenclature of Celestial Objects 
 outside the Solar System (#3) 

 6 – ADS (Mirror copy of Astrophysics Data System) 
(#3) 

VO compliance: 1-4: Yes; 5: No; No 
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Short Description: 

The CDS provides reference, value added services and tools to the international 
astronomical community, in particular SIMBAD, VizieR, Aladin, and the Dictionary of 
Nomenclature of astronomical objects. It also participates actively in the development of 
the astronomical virtual observatory and in the definition of international standards. It is 
in charge of the Euro-VO Data Centre Alliance, participates in the Euro-VO Technology 
Centre, supports the Euro-VO Facility Centre, and has a very active R&D programme. It 
also provides a mirror copy of the ADS and of Astronomy & Astrophysics, and hosts 
TIPTOPbase. 

 

 

Number: 23. 

Acronym of the DC: OV-GAFF 

Name of the DC: OV en Géodésie et Astronomie Fondamentale Français 

Contact point name: Florent DELEFLIE 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 64 

Science covered: Geodesy, Geodynamics, Space mechanics; Astrometry 
and celestial mechanics 

Elements submitted: 1 – ?? Geodetic products (#2) 

 2 - Geodetic products (#3) 

VO compliance: 1: Yes & Intent; 2: Yes & Intent; 

Short Description: 

The French geodetic community recently gathered around the project to extend the VO 
activities to geodesy and Earth's sciences, especially to release all the products transiting 
within our hosted international services (VLBI data from the IVS, EOP and reference 
frame data from the IERS, ILRS data...). We mainly act in the frame of the VO-France 
and VO-GAFF (Geodesie et Astronomie Fondamentale Francaises). Our tasks are to (i) 
provide the geodetic data and products in the VO (XML) format, and (ii) develop tools for 
treating/visualizing/analyzing these data, with an emphasis on the interoperability with 
other existing or to-be-developped VO tools enabled by other VO communities. 

 

 

Number: 24. 

Acronym of the DC: STSP 

Name of the DC: Spectroscopie et Thermodynamique des Solides 
 Planétaires 

Contact point name: Bernard SCHMITT 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 65 

Science covered: Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental 
constants, atomic line lists, transition rates...); Solar 
system; Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae 

Elements submitted: Laboratory data on transmission spectroscopy of 
 planetary and astrophysical solids (#2) 
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VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

The databases and services located at LPG are: "Spectroscopy and Thermodynamics of 
Planetary Solids" (STSP) (provisional acronym). This web service concerns 2 databases 
on the spectroscopic and physical properties of solids (ices, minerals, organic and 
carbonaceous matter…) with interests for planetology and astrophysics: 

- a base with experimental data on spectroscopy which contain 5 bases 
corresponding to different spectroscopic techniques (transmission IR, reflectance 
vis-IR, Raman, Fluorescence, IR microscopy) 

- a database on the physical properties of ices and molecular solids, based on 
critical anlysis of published laboratory and theoretical data. 

 
 
 
Number: 25. 

Acronym of the DC: NANCAY-VOPARIS DATA CENTRE 

Name of the DC: Station de Radioastronomie de Nançay 

Contact point name: Patrice LESPAGNOL 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 66 

Science covered: Solar data are published via the BASS-2000 database 
(seehttp://bass2000.obspm.fr/commun/pageac_ang.ht
m); Solar system; Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), 
nebulae; The Galaxy; Galaxies; Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – NRT Correlator and digital spectrometer processed 
 spectra (#2) 

 2 – NRT raw correletor data, preprocessed digital 
 spectrometer data, and continuum filterbank scan raw data 
(#2) 

 3 – NPA (Nançay Pulsar Archive) '#3) 

 4 – HIG (HI Galaxies) (#3) 

VO compliance: 1: Yes & Intent; 2: No intent; 3: No; 4: Yes. 

Short Description: 

The Nançay radio astronomy station hosts three main instruments (Nançay decimetric 
Radio Telescope-NRT, Decameter Array and Radioheliograph-NRH), which produce 
various types of raw and processed data. Part of the data is made available on the 
Nançay station VO servers, and part via external VO centres. 

R&D are conducted in the fields of electronics and microelectronics and signal processing 
for radio astronomy. The Nançay teams are involved in the: 

- Square Kilometer Array project (SKADS and prepSKA), 
- LOFAR project, 
-  R&D for the FASR project, 
- radio detection of cosmic showers experiment (Codalema). 
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ITALY 

 

Number: 26. 

Acronym of the DC: TIA 

Name of the DC: Tirgo IR Archive 

Contact point name: Carlo BAFFA 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 15 

Science covered: Solar system; Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), 
nebulae; The Galaxy; Galaxies 

Elements submitted: Tirgo IR Archive (#2) 

VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

This is the complete archive of Arcetri NICMOS3 based Infrared instruments (ARNICA and 
LongSp) developed for the Italian National Infrared Telescope (TIRGO). 

 

 

Number: 27. 

Acronym of the DC: REM 

Name of the DC: REM Data Center 

Contact point name: Luciano NICASTRO 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 28 

Science covered: GRBs and transient sources; Physical data and 
processes (e.g. fundamental constants, atomic line 
lists, transition rates,...); Astrometry and celestial 
mechanics; Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae; 
The Galaxy; Galaxies; Cosmology 

Elements submitted: 1 – REM Data Centre (#2) 

 2 – ROSS MySQL customized catalogues (#3) 

 3 – MCS-VOTPP (#3) 

VO compliance: 1:Yes, in progress & intent; 2:Yes & in progress; 3:Yes 
 & intent 

Short Description: 

The REM Data Centre is a centralized service for all the scientific and log-booking data 
produced by the IR-Optical robotic telescope REM. The database (MySQL based) is feed 
in real-time by a socket system based on MCS and the images are immediately 
accessible to the owner thanks to the MyRO managed privilege system.  

Access to the database and images retrieval can be performed from the internent by a 
direct database query. The PHP written web interface provided by the Data Centre allows 
the user to perform a variety of queries and visualization types as well as data retrieval.  
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It can perform simple image analysis like photometry and spectra extraction from the 
Slitless Spectral images. 

A by-product of the real time GRB hunting by REM are a number of HTM indexed 
astronomical catalogues imported into MySQL tables which can be freely queried from 
the internet. A simple (again PHP written) web interface exists to query the catalogues 
and visualize the results in various formats, included a browsable sky chart. 

 

 

Number: 28. 

Acronym of the DC: GOLDMINE 

Name of the DC: GOLDMINE 

Contact point name: Giuseppe GAVAZZI 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 24 

Science covered: Galaxies; Surveys 

Elements submitted: GOLDMINE (#2) 

VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

General data, photometry (continuum and lines), dynamics, light profiles, images, 
spectra and spectral energy distributions (SED) for 3649 galaxies in the Coma 
Supercluster, in the Virgo, Cancer, A262, A2147, A2151, A2197 and A2199 clusters. 

 

 

Number: 29. 

Acronym of the DC: PANDORA 

Name of the DC: Pandora Group 

Contact point name: Luigi PAIORO 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 13 

Science covered: Galaxies; Cosmology; Surveys  

Elements submitted: 1 – VVDS-SINFONI Catalog (#2) 

 2 – Virtual Observatory VVDS Database (#2) 

 3 – XMM-LSS Master Catalogue (#2) 

 4 – DART (Database Access and Retrieval Tool) (#3) 

 5 – DBBrowser (#3) 

 6 – EZ (#3) 

 7 – GOSSIP (#3) 

VO compliance: 1:Yes & intent; 2:Yes & intent; 3:Yes & intent; 4:Yes & 
 intent; 5: No intent; 6:Yes & intent; 7:Yes & intent 
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Short Description: 

We develop software for the astronomical community. Our programs are created with the 
purpose of speeding up and simplifying the handling of the huge amount of data 
produced by astronomical instruments of the last generation. We also provide 
cosmological surveys database services (catalogs and data products). 

 

 

Number: 30. 

Acronym of the DC: ASDC 

Name of the DC: ASI Science Data Center 

Contact point name: Milvia CAPALBI 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 30 

Science covered: High energy astrophysics objects; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – Swift (#2) 

 2 – AGILE (#2) 

 3 – EXOSAT (#2) 

 4 – Chandra (#2) 

 5 – Einstein (#2) 

 6 – ROSAT (#2) 

 7 – ASCA (#2) 

 8 – Roma-BZCAT (#2) 

 9 – ROXA (#2) 

 10 – WFCCAT (beppoSAX WFC Sources Catalog) (#2) 

 11 – The Sedentary Multi-frequency Survey (#2) 

 12 – BS-GRBWFCcat (#2) 

 13 – BeppoSAX (#2) 

 14 – Simbol-X simulmator (#3) 

 15 – ASDC multi-frequency Data Explorer (#3) 

VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

The ASI Science Data Center (ASDC) is a facility of the Italian Space Agency established 
in November 2000. ASDC responsibilities: 

- Support ASI scientific missions for all matters concerning the management and 
the archival of scientific space data 

- Generate and maintain a permanent data archive of all ASI scientific missions 

- Act as the interface between the ASI scientific missions and the users' community 

- Support the Italian (and the general) community in the field of data analysis and 
archival research 
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- Maintain a permanent scientific and technical expertise for the processing and 
interpretation of the data hosted 

- Provide on-line access to the data hosted 

- Host a copy of non-ASI public data archives that are of interest for the Italian 
scientific community 

- Develop and maintain (also in collaboration with other institutions) software 
systems for the access, analysis and comparison of archival data 

- Establish links with other data centres for the exchange of public data, software 
and expertise 

 

 

Number: 31. 

Acronym of the DC: SOLAR 

Name of the DC: Soho Long-term ARchive 

Contact point name: Alberto CORA 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 57 

Science covered: The sun 

Elements submitted: Soho Long-term Archive (#2) 

VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

… 

 

 

 

Number: 32. 

Acronym of the DC: SCAE-VO 

Name of the DC: SCAE Data Centre 

Contact point name: Roberto NESCI 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 11 

Science covered: Galaxies; Surveys 

Elements submitted: DFBS (#2) 

VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

The Centre produced and keeps two databases 
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Number: 33. 

Acronym of the DC: LFI-DPC 

Name of the DC: Planck LFI-DPC 

Contact point name: Andrea ZACCHEI 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 1 

Science covered: Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted:  … 

VO compliance: … 

Short Description: 

The Planck LFI (Low Frequency Instrument) DPC (Data Processing Center) has the 
responsibility to store/analyse and create the final product to be delivered to ESA. 

 

 

Number: 34. 

Acronym of the DC: INAF-OATo 

Name of the DC: INAF-OATo 

Contact point name: Roberto MORBIDELLI 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 16 

Science covered: Astrometry and celestial mechanics; The sun; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – REOSC (#2) 

 2 – DIRA2 (#2) 

 3 – Histrical Astronomical Plates Archive (#2) 

 4 – CRA digitized plate (#2) 

 5 – COMPASS (#2) 

 6 – GSPCII (#2) 

 7 – GSCII.2 (#2) 

 8 – TARJET (#4) 

VO compliance: 1:No intent; 2:No intent; 3:No intent; 4:No intent; 
 5:No intent; 6:No intent; 7:No intent; 8: Intent 

Short Description: 

… 
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Number: 35. 

Acronym of the DC: IA2 

Name of the DC: Centro Italiano Archivi Astronomici 

Contact point name: Riccardo SMAREGLIA 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 3 

Science covered: Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae; The Galaxy; 
Galaxies; Cosmology 

Elements submitted: 1 – ITVO@Trieste (#4) 

 2 – Radial Profile (#5) 

 3 – Query ITVO (#5) 

VO compliance: Yes 

Short Description: 

IA2 is an ambitious Italian Astrophysical research infrastructure project that aims at co-
ordinating different national initiatives to improve the quality of astrophysical data 
services. It aims at co-ordinating these developments and facilitating access to this data 
for research purposes. 

The first working target is the implementation of the TNG Long-Term Archive (LTA). Its 
feasibility was demonstrated by the LTA pilot project prototype, funded by CNAA in 2001 
and completed successfully in July 2002. The implementation of the TNG archive implies: 

- interfacing with the Centro "Galileo Galilei" (CGG) for the acquisition of TNG data; 

- long-term storage of scientific, technical and auxiliary data from the TNG; 

- providing accessibility by the CGG staff and by the scientific community to original 
and derived data; 

- providing tools to support the life cycle of observing proposals.  

 
The second target of the proposal aims at ensuring harmonization with other projects 
related to archiving of data of astrophysical interest, with particular reference to projects 
involving the Italian astronomical community (LBT, VST, GSC-II, DPOSS, …), to the 
Italian Solar and Solar System Physics community (SOLAR, SOLRA, ARTHEMIS which 
form SOLARNET – a future node of EGSO) and to the national and international 
coordination efforts fostering the idea of a multiwavelength Virtual Astronomical 
Observatory, and the use of the archived data through the Italian Astronomical Grid.  
Additional target are: 

- development and management n the LBT spread archive and in particular be the 
host of the data of the LBT Italian time. 

- Be active partner to the development of the ITVO (Italian Theoretical Virtual 
Observatory). 
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SPAIN 

 

Number: 36. 

Acronym of the DC: AXIS-SVO 

Name of the DC: AXIS XMM International Survey 

Contact point name: M. Teresa CEBALLOS 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 33 

Science covered: Galaxies; Surveys 

Elements submitted: AXIS/XMS XMM extragalactic serendipitous survey (#2) 

VO compliance: Yes and intent 

Short Description: 

It intends to provide X ray and optical data of extragalactic sources. Products provided 
will include catalogues, x-ray spectra, optical spectra, and optical finding charts. 

 

 

Number: 37. 

Acronym of the DC: AMIGA-SVO 

Name of the DC: AMIGA 

Contact point name: Lourdes VERDES-MONTENEGRO ATALAYA 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 22 

Science covered: Galaxies; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – AMIGA Catalo god Isolated Galaxies (#2) 

 2 – AMIGA VO Archive (#3) 

VO compliance: Yes 

Short Description: 

We provide VO access to a multiwavelength database of galaxies based on the pioneering 
Catalog of Isolated Galaxies (CIG: Karachentseva 1973; n = 1050 galaxies) and including 
optical, IR and radio line, and continuum measures in order to characterise all phases of 
the ISM. 

 

 

Number: 38. 

Acronym of the DC: PVOL-SVO 

Name of the DC: Planetary Virtual Observatory Laboratory 

Contact point name: Jon LEGARRETA 
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Reply number (quest #1): 20 

Science covered: Solar system 

Elements submitted: 1 - Planetary Virtual Observatory Laboratory (#2) 

 

VO compliance: 1:Yes 

Short Description: 

Repository of planetary images of the giant planets obtained by contributors using small 
telescopes 

 

 

Number: 39. 

Acronym of the DC: IAC-SVO 

Name of the DC: VO data centre of the Instituto de Astrofisica de 
 Canarias 

Contact point name: Eduardo MARTIN 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 52 

Science covered: Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae; Surveys 

Elements submitted: VO data centre of the Instituto de Astrofisica de 
 Canarias (#2) 

VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

The aim is to facilitate the conversion of existing databases and programs at the IAC, and 
the development of new ones, following the VO standards.  

We plan to adapt to the VO a database of planetary nebulae, a catalogue of ultracool 
dwarf spectra, and a database of photometric observations of COROT fields. 

 

 

Number: 40. 

Acronym of the DC: LAEFF-SVO 

Name of the DC: LAEFF Scientific Data Centre 

Contact point name: Enrique SOLANO 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 44 

Science covered: Solar system; Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), 
nebulae; The Galaxy; Galaxies 

Elements submitted: 1 – The INES Archive Data Server (#2) 

 2 – The Youngest Protostars (#2) 

 3 – The OMC Archive (#2) 
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 4 – D'alessio Disks Models (#4) 

 5 – Kurucz ODFNEW/NOVER Models (#4) 

 6 – Coelho Synthetic Stellar Library (#4) 

 7 – Allard NextGen (#4) 

 8 – Allard COND (#4) 

 9 – Allard DUSTY (#4) 

 10 – COND99 isochrones (#4) 

 11 – NextGen isochrones (#4) 

 12 – DUSTY99 isochrones (#4) 

 13 – DUSTY99 evolutionary tracks (#4) 

 14 – COND99 evolutionary tracks (#4) 

 15 – Photometry fit (#5) 

VO compliance: 1-9: Yes; 10-14:Yes & intent; 15:Yes 

Short Description: 

The LAEFF Scientific Data Centre contains the COROT and GAUDI archives (COROT 
mission), the IUE Archive and the INTEGRAL Optical Monitoring Camera (OMC) Archive. 
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GERMANY 

 

Number: 41. 

Acronym of the DC: SUMER 

Name of the DC: SUMER online database 

Contact point name: Werner CURDT 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 54 

Science covered: The sun 

Elements submitted: Online data base of solar EUV spectra obtained by 
 SUMER on SOHO (#2) 

VO compliance: No intent 

Short Description: 

High-resolution solar EUV spectra obtained from SOHO/SUMER since 1996. 

 

 

Number: 42. 

Acronym of the DC: AIP 

Name of the DC: Astrophysical Institute Potsdam 

Contact point name: Iliya NICKELT 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 10 

Science covered: Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Stars; The Galaxy; 
Galaxies; Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – RAVE Survey (#2) 

 2 – Wide-Field Plate Database – Sofia (#2) 

 3 – Halotracer (#5) 

VO compliance: 1: Full VO compatibility (SSAP) and registration to be 
 achieved by 2008; 2:Intent; 3: Intent 

Short Description: 

The AIP Data Center publishes data of the different institute's working groups as part of 
the German Astrophysical Virtual Observatory project (GAVO).  

Main product so far is the RAVE survey, also there is a mirror of the Sofia wild field plate 
database (WFPDB) and some smaller projects. 
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Number: 43. 

Acronym of the DC: eROSITA-DC 

Name of the DC: eROSITA Data Centre 

Contact point name: Hermann BRUNNER 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 27 

Science covered: Solar system; Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), 
nebulae; The Galaxy; Galaxies; Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – eROSITA Data Centre (#2) 

 2 – eROSITA-SASS (#3) 

VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

The DC will make available raw data, calibrated data products, and data analysis tools of 
the eROSITA X-ray all-sky survey telescope. eROSITA will be lauched into orbit in 2011 
as the main payload onboard the Russian SRG satellite. 

 

 

Number: 44. 

Acronym of the DC: SONOBS 

Name of the DC: Sonneberg Observatory 

Contact point name: Peter KROLL 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 49 

Science covered: Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Solar system; 
Stars; Surveys 

Elements submitted: SkyArc (#2) 

VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

The data center mainly contains data of digitized glass plates of the Sonneberg Sky 
Patrol and Field Patrol. In addition, direct images of the digital patrol are also included. 

 

 

Number: 45. 

Acronym of the DC: Hamburg 

Name of the DC: Hamburger Sternwarte 

Contact point name: Dieter ENGELS 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 46 

Science covered: Stars; Galaxies; Surveys 
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Elements submitted: 1 – Hamburg Quasar Survey (#2) 

 2 – Database of Circumstellar Masers (#2) 

VO compliance: 1: No intent; 2: Intent 

Short Description: 

We provide digital access to the photographic plates of the Hamburg Quasar Survey. We 
also provide a catalog of circumstellar masers. 

 

 

Number: 46. 

Acronym of the DC: gavo-dc 

Name of the DC: GAVO Data Center 

Contact point name: Markus DEMLEITNER 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 14 

Science covered: Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Stars; Interstellar 
medium (ISM), nebulae; The Galaxy; Galaxies; 
Cosmology 

Elements submitted: 1 – GAVO Data Center (#2) 

 2 – Apparent Places of Fundamental Stars (#3) 

 3 – TheoSSA – TMAP  (#4) 

 4 – TMAW (#5) 

VO compliance: 1: Yes; 2: Yes and progress; 3: Yes; 4: Yes & intent 

Short Description: 

The GAVO DC aims to provide VO publishing services to institutions that do not want to 
maintain the necessary infrastructure themselves. 

 

 

Number: 47. 

Acronym of the DC: CDMS 

Name of the DC: Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy 

Contact point name: Holger MULLER 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 23 

Science covered: Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental 
constants, atomic line lists, transition rates,...) 

Elements submitted: 1 - Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy (#2) 

 2 - Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy (#3) 

 3 - Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy (#4) 

VO compliance: 1-3: Yes & intent 
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Short Description: 

Molecular line list of species (possibly) occuring in diverse media in space; search and 
conversion routine; list of molecules detected in space (in part documented); help page 
to generate line lists 

 

 

Number: 48. 

Acronym of the DC: ROSAT_MPE 

Name of the DC: ROSAT Archive at MPE 

Contact point name: Jai WON KIM 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 58 

Science covered: Solar system; Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), 
nebulae; The Galaxy; Galaxies; Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: ROSAT SIAP (#3) 

VO compliance: Yes 

Short Description: 

IVOA standard query services on various ROSAT archives implemented by GAVO. 
Implemented simple cone searches (follow this link? for the specification) on catalogues 
derived from the ROSAT All Sky Survey RASS). The Bright and Faint Source Catalogues 
as well as the photon event file list were loaded into a relational database and a simple 
query interface provides access to this database for performing a cone search. These 
catalogues are relatively small and could also be downloaded directly from the ROSAT 
archive at the MPE. In addition SIAP on all the images, both from the all sky survey and 
all the pointed observations is available. 

 

 

Number: 49. 

Acronym of the DC: PHOENIX 

Name of the DC: Phoenix data archive 

Contact point name: Peter HAUSCHILDT 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 59 

Science covered: Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental 
constants, atomic line lists, transition rates,...); Stars 

Elements submitted: Phoenix model grids (#4) 

VO compliance: No intent 

Short Description: 

Model archive of the PHOENIX stellar and planetary model atmospheres 
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Number: 50. 

Acronym of the DC: MillenniumDB 

Name of the DC: Millennium Database 

Contact point name: Gerard LEMSON 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 69 

Science covered: Galaxies; Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: Millennium Database (#4) 

VO compliance: Yes & intent 

Short Description: 

Stores the results of the Milllennium simulation in a relational database. 
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THE NETHERLANDS 

Number: 51. 

Acronym of the DC: OmegaCEN 

Name of the DC: OmegaCEN 

Contact point name: Edwin VALENTIJN 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 47 

Science covered: The Galaxy; Galaxies; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – The Surface Photometry Catalogue of the ESO-
 Uppsala Galaxies (#2) 

 2 – Lofar Long Term Archive (#2) 

 3 – Coma Legacy Survey (#2) 

 4 – KIDS (Kilo-Degree Survey) (#2) 

 5 – KIDS + VIKING (#2) 

 6 – VESUVIO (#2) 

 7 – OmegaWHITE (#2) 

 8 – OmegaTranS (#2) 

 9 – ULTRAVISTA (#2) 

 10 - Astro-WISE (#3) 

 11 – Lofar Information System (LoWISE) (#3) 

VO compliance: 1:Yes; 2:Intent; 3:Yes; 4-9:Intent; 10:Yes; 11:Intent 

Short Description: 

OmegaCEN is an astronomical data center targeted on the support and development of 
the information systems for wield-field astronomy (Astro-Wise, Lofar Information 
System). OmegaCEN hosts and provide an access to wide range of surveys (including 
ComaLS, KIDS, VESUVIO, VIKING and others). 

 

 

Number: 52. 

Acronym of the DC: JIVE 

Name of the DC: Joint Institute for VLBI in Europe 

Contact point name: Bob CAMPBELL 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 50 

Science covered: Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Solar system; 
Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae; The Galaxy; 
Galaxies; Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – EVN Data Archive (#2) 

 2 – ParselTongue (#3) 
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VO compliance: 1: Intent; 2: No intent 

Short Description: 

Archive of the EVN data processor. It provides access to all the data correlated by the 
EVN data processor and auxilliary calibration and monitoring information useful to EVN 
users. Web access is provided for all data products. Archive is fully searchable and has 
limited functionality for comparing data with observations from other telescopes via 
Aladin.  
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UNITED KINGDOM 

 
Number: 53. 

Acronym of the DC: MERLIN 

Name of the DC: MERLIN/VLBI National Facility 

Contact point name: Anita M. S. RICHARDS 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 45 

Science covered: Astrometry and celestial mechanics; The sun; Solar 
system; Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae; 
The Galaxy; Galaxies; Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – MERLIN Data Archive (#2) 

 2 – MERLIN Imager (#3) 

VO compliance: 1: Yes & intent; 2: Yes 

Short Description: 
We provide radio interferometry data taken using MERLIN (including as part of VLBI 
obervations) since 1991. Where possible, calibrated data and data products are available 
as well as raw data. In the next few years this will start to include data from e-MERLIN 

 
 

Number: 54. 

Acronym of the DC: UKSSDC 

Name of the DC: UK Solar System Data Centre 

Contact point name: Matthew WILD 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 37 

Science covered: Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental 
constants, atomic line lists, transition rates,...); The 
sun; Solar system 

Elements submitted: 1 – WDC for STP, Ionospheric Data (#2) 

 2 – SOHO Data Archive (#2) 

 3 – STEREO Data Archive (#2) 

 4 – (Mass Spectrometer – Incoherent Scatter) Model of 
 the Upper Atmosphere (#3) 

VO compliance: 1: No intent; 2: ?; 3: ?; 4: No intent 

Short Description: 

The UK Solar System Data Centre (UKSSDC) provides a STFC funded central archive and 
data centre facility for Solar System science in the UK. The facilities include the World 
Data Centre for Solar-Terrestrial Physics, Chilton. and the Cluster Ground-Based Data 
Centre. The UKSSDC supports archives for the whole UK solar system community 
encompassing solar, inter-planetary, magnetospheric, ionospheric and geomagnetic data. 
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Number: 55. 

Acronym of the DC: LEDAS 

Name of the DC: Leicester Database & Archive Service 

Contact point name: Duncan LAW-GREEN 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 35 

Science covered: Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental 
constants, atomic line lists, transition rates,...); 
Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Stars; Interstellar 
medium (ISM), nebulae; The Galaxy; Galaxies; 
Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: ARNIE5 (Archive Network Interface) (#2) 

VO compliance: Yes & intent 

Short Description: 

LEDAS provides an online astronomical database service and access to archive data from 
high-energy astrophysics missions. In particular, LEDAS provides the primary means of 
access for the UK astronomical community to the ROSAT Data Archive, the ASCA Public 
Data Archive, the Ginga Products Archive and the Chandra Science Archive. 

It also provides search services for 500+ catalogues at a wide range of wavelengths, and 
download resources for X-ray data processing and analysis software. 

 

 

Number: 56. 

Acronym of the DC: CASUADC 

Name of the DC: CASU Astronomical Data Centre 

Contact point name: Jim LEWIS 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 19 

Science covered: Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Stars; Interstellar 
medium (ISM), nebulae; The Galaxy; Galaxies; 
Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: CASU Astronomical Data Centre (#2) 

VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

The centre is the repository for the optical and infrared data for most of the UKs ground 
based telescope facilities. Search and download facilities are available for: 

- Isaac Newton Group Telescopes 

- UK Infrared Telescope Cassegrain instruments 

- WFCAM (UKIRT) 

- The Anglo-Australian Telescope 
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Amongst the catalogues available are: 

- The APM Sky Survey 

- Hipparcos/Tycho 

- Carlsberg Meridian Telescope 

 

 

Number: 57. 

Acronym of the DC: eSDO 

Name of the DC: UK SDO Data Centre 

Contact point name: Elizabeth AUDEN 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 5 

Science covered: The sun 

Elements submitted: 1 – UK SDO Data Centre (#2) 

 2 – eSDO analysis algorithms (#3) 

VO compliance: Yes & intent 

Short Description: 

The UK SDO data centre will hold metadata from Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) 
data products, mirrored from Stanford University, following SDO launch in January 2009.  

The centre will also host 9 analysis algorithms accessible through AstroGrid CEA plus a 
web-based data visualization tool. 

 

 

Number: 58. 

Acronym of the DC: MRAO 

Name of the DC: Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory, Cambridge 

Contact point name: Timothy GARN 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 6 

Science covered: Surveys 

Elements submitted: FLSGMRT (#2) 

VO compliance: Yes 

Short Description: 

Data centre will provide access to a series of surveys carried out by the Cavendish 
Astrophysics Group. 
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Number: 59. 

Acronym of the DC: wfau 

Name of the DC: Edinburgh University Wide Field Astronomy Unit 

Contact point name: Bob MANN 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 38 

Science covered: Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Stars; Interstellar 
medium (ISM), nebulae; The Galaxy; Galaxies; 
Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – The WFCAM Science Archive (#2) 

 2 – External datasets for use in the WFCAM Science 
 Archive (#2) 

 3 – WSA Data Analysis Services (#2) 

 4 – VO Registry (#3) 

 5 – Dataset Access (DSA) (#3) 

 6 – UKIDSS Community (#3) 

 7 – STILTS (#3) 

VO compliance: 1: Yes & requirement; 2: Yes & requirement; 3:Yes; 
 4: Yes; 5:Yes; 6:Intent; 7:Yes 

Short Description: 

The Wide Field Astronomy Unit at the IfA provides astronomical surveys and 
infrastructure through a range of activities: 

- Currently working on the Science Archives for the UKIRT Wide-Field Camera, 
WFCAM and the VISTA Survey Telescope (to be 
commissioned in 2008). 

- It has developed, and now operates TByte-scale on-line sky surveys for the United 
Kingdom Infrared Telescope Deep Sky Surveys (UKIDSS) and derived 
from scanning photographic plates observed with the UK Schmidt telescope in 
Australia. These include flat-file databases from the broad-band and H-alpha 
surveys, and a relational database Catalogue, the SuperCosmos Science 
Archive (SSA), built as the prototype of the WFCAM/VISTA science archive. 

- It is part of the AstroGrid consortium, an e-science project working towards 
integrated astronomical database access and advanced data-mining tools, as 
part of an international initiative towards the "Virtual Observatory". 

- It has developed, and now operates, on-line Science Archives for the 6dF 
galaxy redshift survey being observed by the AAO with the UK Schmidt 
Telescope. 
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NON-PARTNERS COUNTRIES 

 

Country: Bulgaria 

Number: 60. 

Acronym of the DC: SSADC  

Name of the DC: Sofia Sky Archive Data Centre 

Contact point name: Milcho TSVETKOV 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 43 

Science covered: Stars 

Elements submitted: 1 - Wide-Field Plate Database (#2) 

 2 - Wide-Field Plate Database (#3) 

VO compliance: In preparation 

Short Description: 

The aim of the Sofia Sky Archive Data Centre is to provide for the astronomical 
community an on-line access to the information for the available in numerous 
observatory plate archives all over the world wide-field photographic observations, as 
well as to provide an on-line access to photographic plate images. To this end, an Wide-
Field Plate Database is created and regularly enlarged with new data. The database 
contains two catalogues – a catalogue of wide-field plate archives and a catalogue of 
wide-field photographic observations. A third part of the database with digitised plate 
images is in development. 

 

 

Country: Vatican City 

Number: 61. 

Acronym of the DC: VATOBS 

Name of the DC: Vatican Observatory 

Contact point name: Alessandro OMIZZOLO 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 18 

Science covered: Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Stars; Interstellar 
medium (ISM), nebulae; The Galaxy; Galaxies; Surveys 

Elements submitted: VATOBS (#2) 

VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

Preserving the huge amount of photographic plates (Carte du Ciel, Schmidt Telescope 
spectra and images, etc.) 
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Country: Czech Republic 

Number: 62. 

Acronym of the DC: STELOND 

Name of the DC: Astronomical Institute Ondrejov 

Contact point name: Petr SKODA 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 39 

Science covered: Stars; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 - Ondrejov 2m telescope spectra archive (#2) 

 2 – White Dwarf Database (#2) 

VO compliance: 1: Intent; 2: No intent 

Short Description: 

Archive of hot star spectra secured with 2m telescope of Ondrejov observatory (coude 
spectra from Reticon chip) ; catalogue of white dwarfs. 

 

 

Country: Hungary 

Number: 63. 

Acronym of the DC: KODC 

Name of the DC: Konkoly Observatory Data Center 

Contact point name: Andras HOLL 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 17 

Science covered: The sun; Solar system; Stars 

Elements submitted: 1 – Konkoly Observatory Data Center (#2) 

 2 – IRSAM; The Infrared extension of the Statistical 
 Asteroid Model (#3) 

VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

Provide access to the data observed in the Institute; make use of the tools, services 
created and maintained by the scientific groups, and the expertise of the scientific staff. 

 

 

Country: Ukraine 

Number: 64. 

Acronym of the DC: NAO 

Name of the DC: AstroData 

Contact point name: Yuri PROTSYUK 
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Reply number (quest #1): 32 

Science covered: Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Solar system 

Elements submitted: 1 – Database of Astrometrical Catalogues (#2) 

 2 – Database of CCD and photographic observations 
 (#2) 

VO compliance: Yes & intent 

Short Description: 

Database of astrometric catalogues of stars and Solar system bodies obtained in NAO. 
Database of CCD and photographic observations obtained in NAO. 

 

 

Country: Portugal 

Number: 65. 

Acronym of the DC: GRIDPT-SIM 

Name of the DC: GRIDPT-SIM 

Contact point name: Antonio AMORIM 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 31 

Science covered: Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental 
constants, atomic line lists, transition rates,...); 
Astrometry and celestial mechanics; The sun; Stars; 
The Galaxy; Galaxies; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – San Pedro Martir Open Cluster Survey (#2) 

 2 – CLASS (#2) 

 3 – Coimbra Solar Images Archive (#2) 

 4 – VOTABLES (#3) 

VO compliance: 1:Yes & intent; 2:Intent; 3:Intent; 4:Yes & intent 

Short Description: 

Centre that provides data repository for Earth and Space Sciences with particular 
emphasis on Astrophysics and Geophysics. It includes services for scientific software 
deployment, testing and validation. 

 

 

Country: Switzerland 

Number: 66. 

Acronym of the DC: ISDC 

Name of the DC: INTEGRAL Science Data Centre 

Contact point name: Thierry COURVOISIER 
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Reply number (quest #1): 42 

Science covered: GRB, AGN, HMXRB, LMXRB and other gamma ray 
sources; Stars; Surveys 

Elements submitted: 1 – INTEGRAL science archive (#2) 

 2 - INTEGRAL offline analysis software (#3) 

VO compliance: Intent 

Short Description: 

- provide INTEGRAL gamma ray bursts to the science community  
- provide INTEGRAL data to the science community 
- provide INEGAL analysis software to the the science community 
- provide user support 

 

 

Country: Serbia 

Number: 67. 

Acronym of the DC: SerVO 

Name of the DC: Serbian Virtual Observatory 

Contact point name: Darko JEVREMOVIC 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 60 

Science covered: Physical data and processes (e.g. fundamental 
constants, atomic line lists, transition rates,...); 
Astrometry and celestial mechanics; Solar system; 
Stars; Galaxies 

Elements submitted: 1 – The Belgrade Plate Archive (#2) 

 2 – BelDataVis (#3) 

 3 – Beldata (#4) 

VO compliance: 1: intent; 2: intent; 3: intent 

Short Description: 

SerVO is the new project which will coordinate Virtual Obsevatory activities in Serbia. The 
following are the tasks we intend to complete: 

1) digitaze portion of photographic plates plates obtained at Astronomical 
Observatory in Belgrade (from 1935).  

2) Theoretical calculations of atomic parameters for stellar modelling and spectral 
line shapes investigation.  

3) inclusion of Darthmouth Stellar Evolution Database in SerVO 
4) Fundamental Catalogs  
5) Developement of visuelisation tools which will complement above databases as 

well as some modeling of stellar atmospheres 

The databases are under construction and they will be in full compliance with VO data 
format(s). First published results will be available by the end 2008 (funding dependent) 
and more stuff will be added in the future. 
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Country: Russia 

Number: 68. 

Acronym of the DC: SAO RAS GOA 

Name of the DC: SAO RAS General Observation Archive 

Contact point name: Olga ZHELENKOVA 

 

Reply number (quest #1): 67 

Science covered: Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), nebulae; The Galaxy; 
Galaxies; Cosmology 

Elements submitted: … 

VO compliance: … 

Short Description: 

The archive is an information system integrated 16 raw observation data archives getting 
with different acquisition systems of the SAO RAS telescopes. 

 

 

Country: Canada 

Number: 69. 

Acronym of the DC: CADC 

Name of the DC: Canadian Astronomy Data Centre Herzberg Institute of 
Astrophysics, National Research Council Canada 

Contact point name: David SCHADE 

  

Reply number (quest #1): 68 

Science covered: Solar system; Stars; Interstellar medium (ISM), 
nebulae; The Galaxy; Galaxies; Cosmology; Surveys 

Elements submitted: … 

VO compliance: … 

Short Description:  

The Canadian Astronomy Data Centre (CADC) is a multi-mission, multi-wavelength 
centre with responsibility for archiving, processing and distribution of data from both 
space and ground-based facilities. CADC handles space data from the HST, FUSE, BLAST, 
IRIS and MOST missions as well as data from ground-based facilities: CFHT, Gemini, 
JCMT, CGPS and MACHO. The CADC handles both proprietary and public data access. The 
CADC also hosts the Canadian Virtual Observatory project and provides VO access to 
processed data from the various collections. 
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ANNEXE 8: ACRONYM LIST 

A- 

AAO  Anglo-Australian Observatory 

ADS  Astrophysics Data System 

AGILE  Astro-rivelatore Gamma a Immagini LEggero 

AGN  Active Galactic Nuclei 

AIP  Astrophysical Institute Potsdam 

ALADIN  Aladin software sky atlas  

ALMA  Atacama Large Millimetre Array 

AMBER  Astronomical Multi-BEam combineR 

AMDA  Automated Multi Datasets Analysis 

AMIGA  Analysis of the interstellar Medium of Isolated GAlaxies 

AMIGA-SVO Analysis of the interstellar Medium of Isolated Galaxies - Spanish Virtual 
Observatory 

APEX  Atacama Pathfinder Experiment 

APM  Automated Plate Measuring machine 

ARNICA  ARcetri Near Infrared CAmera 

ARNIE  ARchive Network InterfacE 

ARTHEMIS Archive for solar data coming from the THEMIS telescope  

ASCA  Advanced Satellite for Cosmology and Astrophysics 

ASDC  ASI Science Data Center 

ASI  Agenzia Spaziale Italiana 

AstroGrid UK VO project 

Astro-Wise  Astronomical Wide-field Imaging System for Europe 

AXIS-SVO An XMM International Survey – Spanish Virtual Observatory 

 

B- 

BASECOL Ro-vibrational Collisional Database 

BASS  Base de données Solaire/Stellaire Sol 

BAX  X-Ray Galaxy Clusters Database 

BD  Base de Données 

BDAP  Base de Données Atmosphères Planétaires 

BDB  Besançon Double and Multiple Star Data Base 

BELDATA Belgrade Astronomical Database 

BeSS  Be Star Spectra data base 

BLAST  Balloon-Borne Large Aperture Submillimeter Telescope 

BS  BeppoSAX 

BS-GRBWFC BeppoSAX Wide Field Cameras GRB catalog 
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C- 

CADC  Canadian Astronomy Data Centre 

CASSIS  Centre d'Analyse Scientifique de Spectres Infrarouges  et Sub-millimétriques 

CASU  Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit 

CASUADC Cambridge Astronomical Survey Unit Astronomical Data Centre 

CATI  Automated Centre for Information Processing 

CCD  Charge-Coupled Device (camera) 

CDMS  Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy 

CDS  Centre de Données astronomiques de Strasbourg 

CDPP  Centre de Données de la Physique des Plasmas 

CEA  Common Execution Architecture  

CENCOS Access to deep spectrophotometric survey data, France 

CES  Coude Echelle Spectrometer 

CFHT  Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope 

Cfa  Centre for Astrophysics, Harvard, USA 

CGG  Centre "Gallileo Galilei" 

CGPS  Canadian Galactic Plane Survey 

CIG  Catalog of Isolated Galaxies 

CMB  Cosmic Microwave Background 

CNAA  Consorzio Nazionale per l’Astronomia e l’Astrofisica 

CNES  Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales 

CNRS  Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique 

CNRS-INSU Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique - Institut National des Sciences de 
l'Univers 

COMPASS Catalog of Objects and Measured Parameters from All Sky Surveys 

COND  A grid of theoretical stellar spectra 

CONICA High-resolution near-infrared camera 

CORONAS Complex Orbital Near-Earth Observations of Solar Activity (Russian space mission) 

COROT  COnvection et ROtation stellaires et Transits planétaires 

CRA  Committee for Research in Astronomy (Italy) 

CSA  Canadian Space Agency 

CVS  Concurrent Versions System 

CXC  Chandra X-ray Observatory Center, USA 

 

D- 

D#  Deliverable number 

DAL  Data Access Layer 

DART  Database Access and Retrieval Tool 
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DB  Data Base 

DC  Data Centre 

DCA  Data Centre Alliance 

DFBS  Digitized First Byurakan Survey 

DIRA2  Distributed Information Retrieval system for Astronomical file 

DPOSS  Palomar Digital Sky Survey 

DSA  Data Set Access 

DSS  Digitized Sky Survey 

DUSTY  (name) Radiation transport in a dusty environment (software code) 

 

E- 

EC  European Commission 

EFIGI  Extraction de Formes Idealisées de Galaxies en Imagerie 

EFOSC  ESO Faint Object Spectrograph and Camera 

EGSO  European Grid of Solar Observations 

EMMI  ESO Multi-Mode Instrument 

EOP-PC  ERS Earth Orientation Parameters Product Centre 

EPE  Extrasolar Planets Encyclopediae 

eROSITA extended ROentgen Survey with an Imaging Telescope Array 

ERS  European Earth Resource Satellite 

ESA  European Space Agency 

ESAC  European Space Astronomy Centre, Villafranca del Castillo 

ESA-VO  ESA Virtual Observatory 

eSDO  UK Solar Dynamics Observatory data centre 

ESO European Southern Observatory 

ESO-SAF European Southern Observatory - Science Archive Facility 

ESTEC  European Space Research and Technology Centre, Noordwijk 

EU  European Union 

Euro-VO European Virtual Observatory 

EuroVO-DCA Euro-VO Data Centre Alliance (EC Funded, eInfrastructure Communication Network 
Development)  

EUV  Extreme Ultra-Violet 

EVN  European VLBI Network 

EXOSAT European Space Agency's X-ray Observatory 

EZ  Easy-Z (software to measure photometric redshifts) 
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F- 

FASR  Frequency Agile Solar Radiotelescope  

FITS  Flexible Image Transport System 

FLSGMRT First Look Survey Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope 

FORS  FOcal Reducer/low dispersion Spectrograph 

FROMAGE French Online Magnetic Extrapolations 

FTE  Full Time Equivalent 

FUSE  Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer 

 

G- 

GAIA   ESA mission, Global Space Astronomy for the 21st century 

GALICS  Mock galaxy catalog from cosmological simulations 

GALMER Mock Galaxy Catalogs from Galaxy Mergers Simulation 

GAUDI  COROT Ground-based Asteroseismology Uniform Database Interface 

GB   Giga Bytes 

GAVO  German Astrophysical Virtual Observatory 

GAVO-DC German Astrophysical Virtual Observatory – Data Centre 

GEPI  Galaxies, Etoiles, Physique et Instrumentation 

GIRAFFE High and Intermediate Resolution Spectrograph 

GOLDmiNe Galaxy On Line Database Milano Network (GOLDMINE)   

GOSSIP Galaxy Observed-Simulated SED Interactive Program 

GRAAL  Groupe de Recherche en Astronomie et Astrophysique du Languedoc 

GRB  Gamma Ray Burst 

GRIDPT-SIM  GRID Portugal, Laboratório de Sistemas, Instrumentação e Modelação em Ciências 
e Tecnologias do Ambiente e do Espaço 

GSCII  Guide Star Catalog II 

 

H- 

HEASARC NASA High Energy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Centre 

HI  neutral hydrogen 

HIG  HI Galaxies 

HMXRB  High Mass X-ray Binary 

HORIZON Horizon project Data Centre 

HST  Hubble Space Telescope 

HTM  Hierarchical Triangular Mesh 

HTTP  Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
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I- 

IA2  Italian center for the Astronomical Archive 

IAC  Instituto de Astrofisica de Canarias 

IAEA   International Atomic Energy Agency 

IAP  Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris 

ICRS-PC IERS Celestial Reference System Product Centre 

IERS  International Earth Rotation Service 

IERS EOP-PC IERS Earth Orientation Parameters Product Centre 

IfA  Institute for Astronomy 

IFU  Intergral Field Unit 

IMCCE  Institute of Celestial Mechanics and Calculation of Ephemerides 

INAF  Instituto Nazionale di Astrofisica 

INAF-OATo Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica - Osservatorio Astronomico di Torino 

INES  IUE Newly Extracted Spectra 

INTEGRAL International Gamma-Ray Astrophysics Laboratory 

INSU  Institut National des Sciences de l'Univers 

IR  InfraRed 

IRAS  Infrared Astronomical Satellite 

IRIS  Improved Reprocessing of the IRAS Survey 

IRSAM  InfraRed extension of the Statistical 2Asteroid Model 

ISAAC  Infrared Spectrometer And Array Camera 

ISDA  Integral Science operation centre Data Archive 

ISDC  INTEGRAL Science Data Centre 

ISM  Interstellar medium 

ISO  Infrared Space Observatory 

ITVO  Italian Theoretical Virtual Observatory 

IUE  International Ultraviolet Explorer 

IVS OPA International VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry Paris Observatory Data 
Centre 

IVS OPAR International VLBI Service Paris Observatory Analysis Centre 

IVOA  International Virtual Observatory Alliance 

 

J- 

JCMT  James Clerk Maxwell Telescope 

JIVE  Joint Institute for Very Long Baseline Interferometry in Europe 

JPL  Jet Propulsion Laboratory (USA) 
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K- 

KIDS  KIlo-Degree survey 

KML  Keyhole Markup Language 

KODC  Konkoly Observatory Data Center 

 

L- 

LAEFF  Laboratorio de Astrofísica Espacial y Física Fundamental 

LAEFF-SVO Laboratorio de Astrofísica Espacial y Física Fundamental – SVO 

LBT  Large Binocular Telescope 

LEDAS   LEicester Database and Archive Service 

LFI  Low Frequency Instrument 

LFI-DPC Low Frequency Instrument – Data Processing Center 

LISA   Laser Interferometer Space Antenna 

LMXRB  Low Mass X-ray Binary 

LOFAR  LOw Frequency ARray 

LonGSp  The Longslit Infrared Spectrometer of Gornergrat 

LORENE Langage Objet pour la RElativité NumériquE 

LPG  Laboratoire de Planétologie de Grenoble 

LoWISE  LOFAR Long Term Archive storage system 

LSS  Large Scale Survey 

LTA  Long Term Archive 

LTE  Local Thermodynamic Equillibrium 

LUTH  Laboratoire Univers et Theorie 

LVG  Large Velocity Gradient 

 

M- 

MACHO  Massive Compact Halo Objects (Project to detect microlensing) 

MAST  Multi-mission Archive at Space Telescope 

MB  Mega Byte 

MCS  My Customizable Server 

MEDOC  Multi Experiment Data and Operation Centre 

MERLIN  Multi-Element Radio Linked Interferometer Network 

MIDI  VLTI Instrument 

MOLPOP (name) software code for solving molecular enegy level populations  

MOST  My Own Space Telescope – general public telescope proposals  

MPE  Max Plank institute for Extraterrestrial physics 

MRAO  Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory 

MyRO  My Record Oriented privilege system 
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N- 

NACO  NAOS-CONICA 

NAO  Nikolaev Astronomicalm Observatory 

NAOS  Nasmyth Adaptive Optics System 

NASA  National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

NED  NASA Extragalactic Database 

NICMOS Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer 

NIST  National Institute of Standards and Technology 

NLTE  Non-Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium 

NOVER  (name) Kurucz NOVER stellar models 

NPA  Nancay Pulsar Archive 

NRH  Nançay radioheliograph 

NRT  Grand Radiotélescope de Nançay 

NSDC  Natural Satellites Data Centre 

NTT New Technology Telescope (3.5 m) 

 

O- 

ODFNEW (name) Kurucz ODFNEW stellar models 

OMC  Optical Monitory Camera on INTEGRAL Satellite 

OmegaCEN Astronomical Data centre supporting WIDE-FIELD astronomical imaging. 

OmegaTranS  Omegacam Transit Survey 

OmegaWHITE a variability study with the VLT Survey Telescope 

OV  Observatoire Virtuel 

OV-GAFF OV en Géodésie et Astronomie Fondamentale Français 

 

P- 

PANDORA Programs for AstroNomical Data Organization Reduction and Analysis 

PDR  photon-dominated region (Meudon PDR code) 

PHP  (name) a web development scripting language 

PLA  Planck Legacy Archive 

PLASTIC Platform for Astronomical Tool interConnection 

POLLUX  Name of the data base developed by the GRAAL Data Centre  

PSA  Planetary Science Archive 

PVOL  Planetary Virtual Observatory Laboratory 

 

R- 

R&D  Research & Development 

RASS  ROSAT All Sky Survey 
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RAVE  RAdial Velocity Experiment 

REM  Rapid Eye Mount 

REOSC  (name) REOSC echelle spectrograph  

REST  Representational State Transfer 

ROSAT  Röntgen Satellite 

ROSS  REM Slitless Spectrograph 

ROXA  Radio-Optical-X-ray catalog built at ASDC 

RSS  Really Simple Syndication 

 

S- 

SAO  Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 

SAO RAS Special Astrophysical Observatory of the Russian Academy of Sciences 

SAO RAS GOA SAO RAS General Observation Archive 

SASS  (eROSITA) Science Analysis Software System 

SAX  Satellite per Astronomia X 

SCAE  Sorgenti Cosmiche di Alta Energia. (High Energy Cosmic Sources Group) 

SEAP  Simple Event Access Protocol 

SED  Spectral Energy Distributions 

SerVO  Serbian Virtual Observatory 

SIA  Simple Image Access 

SIAP  Simple Image Access Protocol 

SIMBAD Set of Identification, Measurement and Bibliography for Astronomical Data 

SINFONI SINgle Far Object Near-IR Investigation 

SKADS  Square Kilometer Array project 

SNAP  Simple Numerical Access Protocol 

SOFI  SOn oF Isaac 

SOHO  Solar and Heliospheric Observatory 

SOLAR  SOho Long-term ARchive 

SOLARNET Solar Archive Network 

SOLRA  Radio Archive of the Astronomical Observatory of Trieste 

SONOBS Sonneberg Observatory Data Centre 

SPASE  Space Physics Archive Search and Extract 

SQL  Structured query language 

SSA  Simple Spectra Access 

SSA  SuperCosmos Science Archive 

SSADC  Sofia Sky Archive Data Center 

SSAP  Simple Spectra Access Protocol 

SSC  (XMM) Suvey Science Centre 
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SSL  Secure Sockets Layer 

SSODNet Solar System Object Database Network 

SSAP  Simple Spectra Access Protocol 

STAP  Simple Time Access Protocol 

STELOND Astronomical Institute Ondrejov 

STEREO Solar TErrestrial Relations Observatory   

STFC  Science and Technologies Facilities Council 

STILTS  Starlink Tables Infrastructure Library Tool Set 

STP  Solar Terrestrial Physics 

STScI  The Multimission Archive at Space Telescope Science Institute 

STSP  Spectroscopie et Thermodynamique des Solides Planétaires 

SUMER  Solar Ultraviolet Measurements of Emitted Radiation 

SUSI  SUperb Seeing Imager 

SVO Spanish Virtual Observatory 

SYRTE  Systèmes de Référence Temps-Espace 

 

T- 

TAP  Table Access Protocol 

TARGET Interdisciplinary working group for new technologies for data storage and 
processing 

TARJET  Numerical simulations of astrophysical jets database 

TB  Tera Byte 

TCP-IP  Transmission Control Protocol – Internet Protocol 

TERAPIX Traitement Élémentaire, Réduction et Analyse des PIXels de Megacam 

THEMIS Heliographic Telescope for the Study of the Magnetism and Instabilities on the Sun   

TheoSSA Theory Simple Spectral Access (VO Service) 

TIA  Tirgo IR Archive 

TIMMI  Thermal Infrared MultiMode Instrument 

TIRGO  Telescopio Infrarosso del Gornergrat (italian national telescope) 

TMAP   Tubingen NLTE Model Atmosphere Package 

TMAW   (name) a web interface for models connected to GAVO  

TNG  Telescopio Nazionale Galileo 

TRACE Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (Solar instrument) 

 

U- 

UCD  United Content Descriptor  

UK  United Kingdom 

UKIDSS UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey 
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UKIRT  United Kingdom Infra-Red Telescope 

UKSSDC UK Solar System data Centre 

ULTRAVISTA ultra deep Near-IR imaging with VISTA 

US  United States 

USA  Unites States of America  

USNO  United Stated Naval Observatory 

UV  Ultra Violet 

UVES  UV-Visual Echelle Spectrograph 

 

V- 

VAMDC  Virtual Atomic and Molecular Data Centre  

VATOBS Vatican Observatory 

VESUVIO VST/OmegaCAM Exploration of SUperclusters Voids and Intermediate Objects 

VIKING  VISTA Kilo-degree INfrared Galaxy survey 

VIMOS  VIsible MultiObject Spectrometer 

VINCI  VLTI Instrument 

VirGO  Visual Archive Browser for the ESO Science Archive 

VISIR  VLT Mid-Infrared Imager Spectrometer 

VISTA  Visible and Infra-red Survey Telescope for Astronomy 

VLBI  Very Long Baseline Interferometry 

VLT  Very Large Telescope 

VLTI  Very Large Telescope Interferometer 

VO-NOE Virtual Observatory – Numerical Orbits and Ephemerides 

VObs or VO Virtual Observatory 

VOEvent Virtual Observatory Event  (Standardized library to report astronomical events) 

VOPCAT VO Paris Catalog 

VOPSAT VO Paris Southern ATlas 

VOSpec  A Tool to handle spectra in the VO context 

VOTPP  collection of high level classes and functions aimed to parse the VOTable file format 

VOTable Virtual Observatory Table format standard 

VST  VLT Survey Telescope 

VVDS  VIMOS VLT Deep Survey 

 

W- 

WCS  World Coordinate System (for astronomical images) 

WDC  World Data Centre ( for Solar-Terrestrial Physics) 

WFAU Wide Field Astronomy Unit 

WFCAM  Wide Field Infrared Camera 
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WFCCAT beppoSAX Wide Field Camera Sources Catalog 

WFI  Wide Field Imager 

WFPDB  Wide-Field Plate DataBase 

WSA  Wang-Sheely-Arge Model (for solar wind) 

WSDL  Web Service Definition Language 

 

X- 

XML  Extensible Markup Language 

XMM  X-ray Multi-Mirror Mission 

XMM-Newton X-ray Multi-Mirror Mission – Newton 

XMS  XMM – Newton Medium flux serendipitous X-ray Survey 

XSA  XMM – Newton Science Archive 

 

 

 


